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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2016/17

Introduction:

It has been an absolute privilege to serve as the President of the St Ives Junior Cricket club for the
2016/17 season. The support I have from the
committee makes this role a very enjoyable experience.
Additionally, the parents who put their hands up to
coach, manage, umpire and score every weekend keeps
our club moving forward and enables the 650+ players
within the club to enjoy the game to the fullest. This
season, our club became the largest junior cricket club
in NSW with over 55 teams in various competitions
within the North Shore Junior Cricket Association.

In the report below, I would like to highlight our key
achievements for this season and set out our vision for
the next 2-3 years for our club.

What SIJCC set out to do:

This season, SIJCC had four priorities set out in line with the direction that Cricket Australia has set for
the game.

1. Increase participation and inspire the next generation of cricketers
2. Provide a seamless path for talented young cricketers through to senior cricket
3. Embrace the digital age
4. Grow our revenue through alternative income sources

Increase participation and inspire the next generation of cricketers

To thrive as a junior cricket club, SIJCC need new players to want to play cricket with the club and
parents of all age groups to increase their connection to the club via active roles both at a team level
and at the club level. This is particularly important in the younger age groups.

This season, SIJCC was successful in attracting
more players in the younger age groups
(In2cricket, T20 Blast and U9/10) and through
structured coaching at all levels, we provided a
solid grounding for these players on the basics
of cricket. The increase in the number of 20
Over competitions provided an alternative for
many players and parents to enjoy an action
packed game of cricket under amended rules
which offered an opportunity for players to
participate in every aspect of the game every
weekend. SIJCC continued to offer the
participation options at U10 and U11 age
groups.

SIJCC also focussed on the social aspects by opening the bar on Friday nights during the U9/U10
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training sessions so the parent group were able to connect more with the club and with each
other.The end of season social event was a huge success where many new friendships and
connections were made among the parent group. SIJCC also secured infield activities at the Sheffield
shield games in the SCG and arranged guest passes to the members’ stand during the Sydney test
match to many parents and kids. SIJCC also provided discounted memberships to new players who
joined the club after the summer break when many players were inspired to try cricket after watching

the BBL and international cricket. SIJCC continue to have
strong connections with Cricket NSW, NSJCA and the Sydney
Sixers and will continue to leverage these in the next season.
We have also engaged the parents to play themselves at
Hassall Park and at the SCG. The inaugural McKay-Bartlett
trophy was played on New Years’ Day amongst an
enthusiastic group of fathers and supporters of the club.
Additionally, two St Ives teams played a charity game of
cricket at the SCG while raising funds for the Primary Club of
Australia. This truly was a once in a lifetime event for
everyone who played.

Unfortunately, SIJCC were not able to field any girls’ teams
this season due to the lack of uptake. The club will need to
be imaginative in the way girls are recruited, and need to
engage girls’ schools and girls’ winter sports teams during
the off season. SIJCC are looking into specific initiatives to
have a number of girls’ teams next season and already have
secured a NSW sports grant to support this and are

partnering with Cricket NSW. SIJCC are putting additional energy into the U16/U17 age groups where
we lose a significant percentage of our young cricketers beyond the U13/14 age groups due to school
cricket and alternative sporting options in the summer. SIJCC are looking to increase connections with
local schools and sports teachers ahead of next season.

Provide a seamless path for talented young cricketers through to senior cricket

The best foundation to keep players engaged in club cricket is to provide strong coaching support at
every age group, tailoring the coaching to suit the needs of the different groups.

To that end, our coaching coordinator, Steve Bartlett has engaged a number of high quality coaches to
provide a systematic and high quality coaching
program to all age groups. David Ford continued
to coordinate the In2Cricket program and Mark
McInnes was appointed to run the Friday night
U9/U10 combined coaching program.
Additionally, the club provided extra coaches to
the T20Blast program on Saturday mornings. The
skills zone was run by dedicated coaches affiliated
to Mark McInnes. Daniel Caldwell was engaged to
give a coaching consultancy service to ALL
coaches at U11 to U15 where he was able to
provide specific insight and coaching tips based
on observations from actual games. The club
continued to provide financial assistance to every

club coach who secured the Level 1 coaching accreditation. Through these efforts we were able to
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raise the collective standard of coaching during the season. The club conducted a skills assessment
program for the U11, U12 and U13 competitions
and this process is being replicated by all other
clubs across the NSJCA. SIJCC will continue to
improve this process and work in partnership with
the NSJCA in the new season to provide the
relevant insight to player parents to decide which
competitions are best suited for their kids and for
players to assess their own skill levels so they make
good choices in the type of cricket they play and
maximise their enjoyment.

There is a clear opportunity to streamline the
pathway for players from In2Cricket to senior
cricket and the club is engaged with the NSJCA and

Cricket NSW to utilise the National Pathway program to align the club to the association and state
level initiatives. SIJCC are also exploring opportunities to proactive support talented cricketers who
are looking to join representative cricket at the U10 entry level, at the U16 Green Shield level and
onto senior grade cricket. SIJCC are having scoping discussions with other coaching providers such as
the Steve Waugh Foundation in order to get a deeper insight to the opportunities to partner. This will
assist creation of stronger links between our club and the St Ives Wahroonga Senior cricket club in
order for our senior players to move into grade cricket seamlessly beyond U17 competitions.

SIJCC are formulating plans for appropriate talent management processes in order to have maximum
representation from the club at Rep and State level competitions. Ultimately, SIJCC would like to
provide a consistent support mechanism for talented young cricketers who aspire to play at the
highest level.

Embrace the Digital Age

As the world around us changes, SIJCC need to move with the times, particularly in the way we
communicate with our members. Traditionally, we relied on a static website and push emails to send
one-way communications out to parents. Registrations were completed on a stand-alone system that
needed manual entry of registration details to the MyCricket platform.

At the start of the season, our new operations manager, Katherine Stevenson spent the majority of
her time setting up the new club website which is now hosted on the MyCricket platform thus
allowing seamless updates on results, stats and news. This transition is now complete and our new
website http://stivescricket.nsw.cricket.com.au/ now comes up at the top of appropriate google
searches. The site is mobile optimised which allows the parents to have an improved user experience
on their smartphones or other hand-held devices. Katherine also revamped the club Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/St-Ives-Junior-Cricket-Club-383067055085915/ and increased the likes to
247 during the season with relevant content and opportunities for parents to connect via the page.
SIJCC provided an improved registration experience to our parents via the MyCricket platform which
drastically reduced the admin burden for the club. The parents will get an even better experience
next season as their information is already captured in the platform.

The club invested in setting up “TeamSnap” as the communication platform for the club and provided
training and ongoing support for managers to engage their parent groups via the application. The
match day logistics, just in time communications and in-team conversations have all increased via
TeamSnap thus improving the connectivity both within the teams and between the club and the
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parents.

The opportunity remains for the club to continue to improve the website and find ways to utilise
TeamSnap, Facebook and Twitter in imaginative ways to ensure that the communications between
the club and its members is a dynamic two-way process, particularly sharing stories and photos
within Facebook and TeamSnap while the majority of transactional queries will be self-served via the
website.

Grow our revenue through alternative income sources

As the operational cost of playing cricket in the North Shore of Sydney keeps going up, we need
additional revenue to sustain the club’s activities and to fund our aspirations. In keeping with our
commitment of having registration fees kept to the lowest possible amount, SIJCC needed to look at
alternatives to raise additional funds. As a club we have been blessed to have Matt Cole as our
treasurer for a number of years and our accounts have been managed to the highest standard. His
insights were invaluable to determine a path forward in achieving this goal.

We appointed Tracy Poulton as our sponsorship and fundraising manager at the start of the season
and Tracy has done an exemplary job of identifying many new grant opportunities and coordinating
the end of season fundraiser. Tracy also guided us to prioritise the replacement of the double nets
and the centre wicket at Hassall Park as our major fundraising objective for the next 2 years. We have
just secured $17,000 worth of new grant money from Sports NSW grant which will go towards the
cricket nets, additional coaching programs and investing in girls’ cricket.

The end of season fundraiser with the theme of “Bogan Bingo” was a huge success and raised much
needed funds for the club from the event and the silent auction on the
night. For the first time, SIJCC have utilised an online silent auction
portal, raising bids for various auction items. This enable parents to be
involved in fundraising for the club who could not attend the Bogan
Bingo night.

SIJCC have utilised many opportunities via Cricket NSW to raise funds
including selling Toyota Good for Cricket raffle tickets.

By diligently managing our operating expenditure and increasing our
fundraising, we have managed a small surplus this year despite a drop in
membership vs 2016.

SIJCC will determine a sponsorship structure for the next three years
and engage with local businesses ahead of the next season to secure

major & minor sponsors. The learning from the end of season fundraiser will be used to set up an
annual event at the end of every season. The club will continue to apply and secure grant
opportunities as they come up for applications.

How did we do this season?

Our performance on the field is worth celebrating as many individual and team milestones were
achieved this season.

The following teams won their respective minor premiers and championships. This season, our club
was the most successful club within the NSJCA in terms of the number of minor premiers and
championships won.
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NSJCA Minor Premiers 2016-17

NSJCA Competition SIJCC Team

U10 North St Ives Bradman

U13 32 Overs St Ives Starc

U13/14 32 Overs St Ives Ponting

U14 32 Overs St Ives Warner

U15 32 Overs St ives North

NSJCA CHAMPIONS 2016-17

NSJCA Competition SIJCC Team

U10 North St Ives Bradman

U13 32 Overs St Ives Starc

U13/14 32 Overs St Ives Ponting

U14 32 Overs St Ives Warner

The U14 Ponting team created a new St Ives club record for the highest total by a club team when
they scored 489 for 9 vs St Pius.
There were 6 centuries scored this season across the club, with each batsmen scoring their first
century in club cricket.

Player Runs

Harrison J Lucas 120*

Justus Stals 119*

Deshan Malalage 102*

Blake Forbes 101*

Harrison J Lucas 100*

Campbell Johnson 100*

Additionally, there were 40 half centuries, with many players scoring their first 50 this season. Ben
Worthington scored the most 50’s with a total of 5 half centuries.
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The following players scored over 400 runs for the season, including finals.

Player Runs

Harrison Lucas 618

Ben Worthington 553

Anthony Bartlett 498

Andre Fourie 490

Deshan Malalage 434

There were 5 bowlers who achieved 5 wickets in an innings.

Player O M R W

Saxon Inglis 4.1 2 11 6

James Hardyman 3 0 5 5

Henry Day 3 0 6 5

Elliot Inman 4 0 12 5

Ronan Brennan 3.1 0 14 5

Additionally, Alexander Stewart and Saxon Inglis achieved hat-tricks this season.
The following bowlers achieved more than 18 wickets for the season, including finals.

Player Wickets

Nicholas Apps 23

Connor Bell 20

Cooper Wright 18

Alex Holland 18

Kieran Brennan 18

Yianni Koulouris 18

Hugh Arundel 18

Trystan Kennedy 18

Anthony Bartlett 18
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There were some noteworthy fielding and wicket keeping performances this season. The following
fielders held more than 10 catches in the season, including finals.

Player Catches

Trystan Kennedy 22

Ben Worthington 17

Yianni Koulouris 12

The following wicketkeepers had more than 10 dismissals, including finals.

Player Dismissals

Blake Forbes 16

Kyle Scholtz 13

Rex Pearce 13

Cooper Wright 13

Luke Hedley 11

Alexander Panikian 10

Benjamin Katz 10

*please note that for the purposes of club records only statistics for preliminary rounds are counted.

President’s Encouragement Award

One player from each U10/11 team was nominated by their managers for the President’s
Encouragement Award. This award is a reflection of the way cricket is played at St Ives Cricket club
and is presented to the player who is considered to have displayed the greatest dedication to the
game, to the Club, and in developing their skills in the U10 and U11 competition. The following
players received the 2016/17 nomination:-

Oliver Glynn
Lachlan Bartlett
Oliver Goodman
Matthew Abbott
Charlie Helps
Oscar Harvey
Angus Hamilton
Liam Hartley
Asher Hammersley
Max Woodhouse
Noah Stanwell
Rian Mistry
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This season the award is presented to Oscar Harvey. In the award submission it was stated that “Oscar
is a great kid and given he was one of the less confident kids at the start of the season. He has shown
huge grit and selflessness pushing himself to open the batting and getting the team through the new
ball against the opposition strike bowlers. He was never worried about his own stats and even put his
hand up to keep on a regular basis. Despite the fact that he missed a lot of cricket having broken his
arm and was ruled out from playing for the rest of the season, he still dragged his family out to watch
and cheer the team on for at least 4-5 games from the sidelines. Oscar has grown in his skills but also
love of cricket and his enthusiasm is infectious!”

I would like to acknowledge the support from Daniel Caldwell, David ford, Manly Warringah cricket
coaching school, Sydney cricket coaching - Mark McInnes, Planet Sports Gordon and McDonalds St
Ives & Gordon. We are very grateful to Michael Doran for his continued major sponsorship through
his new venture at Belle Properties and to our associated sponsors; Bakers Delight, Mitchell Asset
Management, Pav Plumbing, Intertrade Insurance Solutions and Greg Chappell Cricket Centre for their
support to the club this season.

I wanted to acknowledge Steven Bird and Matt Cole for the many years of service to the club in their
respective roles as girls cricket coordinator and club treasurer. They both embody the spirit of the
club and their generous time and energy over the last few years has helped our club to grow into
what it is today.

I also wanted to make a special mention to David McKay, our outgoing president. David continues to
support the club by initiating various activities such as the in-ground cricket games at the SCG during
the Sheffield shield, the Bartlett-McKay cricket game and being part of the NSJCA dispensation
committee. Thank you David for your leadership during your tenure as president and your continued
support for the club.

Finally, I would like to thank the committee for their support and their dedication to the club. Their
tireless efforts and unwavering energy has created a club that we can all be proud of. They are always
looking at ways to make the club stronger and we continue to learn every season how we can
improve things. Our club has been and always will be a place where any young cricketer can join a
team and enjoy the game of cricket and have a clear pathway to playing cricket into their formative
years.

The SIJCC’s ultimate vision is for a boy or girl who joins the club at In2Cricket level to play the game
all the way to senior grade level at our club and be able to select the most suitable path forward
whether they are playing at recreational, competitive or elite standard. SIJCC is committed to
providing the insight to parents (via current players and experienced coaches) and the coaching
support to the players (via our expert panel of coaches) so parents and players can make the right
decisions about how to play cricket that best fits the individual player’s needs.

As the game of cricket evolves, SIJCC will need to move forward with the times. SIJCC will continue to
make changes to take into account the needs of the players, their parents and the wider cricket
community aligning ourselves to our local, state and national cricket governing bodies. We are well
connected to the NSJCA, Cricket NSW and other bodies to take advantage of new initiatives and ideas.
It’s an exciting time to be part of junior cricket and St Ives Junior Cricket Club is moving forward to
become one of the largest and the best junior cricket club in Australia.

Mahesh Malalage
President
St Ives Junior Cricket Club
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NATIONAL AND STATE LEVEL REPRESENTATION 2016/17
Congratulations for the following significant achievements by St Ives Junior Cricket Club members:

NATIONAL LEVEL REPRESENTATION

Cricket Australia’s Under 15 Development Squad: Sarah Turner was selected into the Australia U15

development squad. She will train in Brisbane later in 2017.

Cricket Australia U15 Talent Squad: Sarah Turner trained at the AIS in Jan 2017.

Cricket Australia U18 XI Team: Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell played in U18 Nationals in Hobart

in November 2016. The team reached the finals where NSW U18 Metro beat them. Many girls in

the team were well under U18. Sarah was the youngest player in the carnival.

STATE LEVEL REPRESENTATION

Cricket NSW Academy Program: The Cricket NSW Academy is an off season development program run

for ages 13-16 across NSW.

U15 NSW Metro Academy: Sarah Turner were selected into the U14 Metro Academy.

U15 NSW Metro Team: Sarah Turner played in U15 Nationals in Canberra Jan 2017

U15 NSW State Challenge: Sarah Turner

NSW CIS Secondary School Team: Sarah Turner played in the NSW Secondary School Carnival held

at Maitland March 2017

NSJCA REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET 2016/17

All juniors playing for St Ives Junior Cricket Club are eligible to trial for the representative team in their
age group. Our Club had another strong representation in this Season’s North Shore Junior Cricket
Association representative teams.

DCA Reps: Each year, associations from all parts of Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and the ACT enter
teams in the NSW Districts Junior Shield representative competitions (DCA).

IDCA (Presidents Cup) Reps: The Inter District Cricket Association (IDCA) runs this rep competition
designed to give players with potential the opportunity to play the game at a level between the
Association and DCA standard.
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ST IVES JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS 2016/17:

Congratulations to the following St Ives Junior Cricket Club members that were selected:

Age Group DCA Rep IDCA/Presidents Cup Rep Shadow Player

U10 Callum Parkinson

U11
Henry Anderson, Elliot
Kerr, Dylan Johnson

Krish Tandon Charlie Helps

U12
Lachlan Bill, Will Elliot,
Luke Hedley, Tristan
Kennedy

Jordan Iyengar

U13
Nick Hook, Deshan
Malalage, Will Shortis

Dean Chertkow, Harrison David,
Bailey Stevens

Nick Apps, Steven Mart

U13 Girls Ciara Gibson

U14 Tom Osborne James Peterson, Joshua Newham Daniel Cornofsky

U15
Thomas Elliot, Daniel
Hardyman

Noah Conyer, Owen Shaw,
Hayden Biet

U16 Tyson Lee
Shubham Bakshi,
Daniel Pavlich, Chintan
Sapariya

REPRESENTATIVE PREMIER AND CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS:

U10 DCA WG Foster Shield: Calum Parkinson was part of the winning NSJCA team.
U12 DCA Arch Cawsey Shield: Lachlan Bill, Will Elliot, Luke Hedley and Trystan Kennedy were part of
the winning NSJCA team.
U12 Lismore Carnival: Lachlan Bill, Luke Hedley and Trystan Kennedy were part of the winning NSJCA
team.
U13 DCA : WS Gee Shield: Deshan Malalage, Will Shortis and Nick Hook were part of the winning
NSJCA team.
U13 Ballina Carnival: Nick Hook and Will Shortis were part of the NSJCA team who were joint winners.
U13 State challenge in Dubbo: Nick Hook & Will Shortis were part of the winning CNSW Metro team.
U14 DCA Harold Moore Shield: Tom Osborn was part of the winning NSJCA team.
U14 Newcastle Carnival: Graeme Malcolm Shield: Tom Osborn was part of the winning NSJCA team.
U14 City vs Country challenge vs Illawarra: Tom Osborn was part of the winning NSJCA team.
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MAJOR CLUB MILESTONES

Congratulations to the following current SIJCC players who have achieved major milestones playing

for the club.

PLAYER NAME 75+ GAMES FOR SIJCC

Duncan Dingley 102

Jared Brett 90

Dylan Brett 90

Harrison Ferry 83

Tom Sellers 82

Owen Shaw 79

Angus Loebel 78

Jutsus Stals 77

Oscar Fowler 76

Campbell Johnson 75

Yonatan Oron 75
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Player Name 1000+ Runs for SIJCC

Deshan Malalage 1483

Campbell Johnson 1302

Justus Stals 1246*

Johnny Fourie 1094*

Nicholas Apps 1086*

Ben Worthington 1172*

Anthony Bartlett 1027*

Lachlan Bill 1005*

Player Name 50+ Wickets for SIJCC

Deshan Malalage 62*

Duncan Dingley 61*

Nicholas Apps 60*

Ben High 53*

Yianni Koulouris 50*

Angus Stevenson 50*

* Achieved this season 2016/17 and stats include the finals
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2016/17 SEASON – CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS

Congratulations to the following teams on their success in their divisions and playoffs

NSJCA Minor Premiers
U10 Sat AM Div 1 Minor Premiers: U10 St Ives Bradman

U13 Sat PM Div 1 Minor Premiers: U13 St Ives Starc
U13/14 Sun AM Div 2 Minor Premiers: U14 St Ives Ponting

U14 Sun AM Div 1 Minor Premiers: U14 St Ives Warner
U15 Sun AM Div 1 Minor Premiers: U15 St Ives North

NSJCA Championship

Winners
U10 Sat AM Div 1 Champions: U10 St Ives Bradman

U13 Sat PM Div 1 Champions: U13 St Ives Starc
U14 Sun AM Div 1 Champions: U14 St Ives Warner

U13/14 Sun AM Div 2 Champions: U14 St Ives Ponting

Runners Up
U15 Sun AM Div 1: U15 St Ives North

U14 Sun AM Div 1: U14 St Ives Haddin
U12 Sat PM 20 Over Div 2: St Ives Marsh
U11 Sat AM 20 Over Div 2: St Ives Hussey

Other NSJCA Playoff Results

NSJCA CupWinners
U12 Sat PM 32 Over: U12 St Ives Starc

NSJCA Cup Runners Up
U10 Participation Cup Runner Up: U10 St Ives Border

U11 Sat AM 20 Overs Div 1: St Ives Hughes

NSJCA Plate Winners
U11 Sat AM 20 Overs Div 1: U11 St Ives Warner

U11 Sat AM 30 Overs: U11 St Ives Clarke
U15 Sun AM: U15 St Ives Perry

NSJCA Plate Runners Up
U10 Sat AM Div 2: St Ives Benaud

U11 Sat AM 20 Overs Div 1: St Ives U11 Smith
U11 Sat AM 30 Overs: U11 St Ives Starc
U13/14 Sun AM: U14 St Ives Hazlewood
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ANNUAL AWARDS CRITERIA - SIJCC Perpetual Awards
Awards are based on performances throughout the normal competition rounds. Semi-Finals and Finals

performances are not included for the purpose of determining awards.

Perpetual awards are to be held by registered members of the Club only. Perpetual trophies shall be returned to

the Club Registrar immediately a player ceases being a registered member of the Club, or at the end of the

following season prior to Presentation Day.

JOHN WALSH MEMORIAL TROPHY (Club Champion): Awarded to the player who achieves the highest point

score for the season (0.1 point per run scored, 1 points per wicket, catch, stumping, or run-out, 0.5 points per

assisted run-out). All age groups are eligible. (Note: This trophy shall be held by a player once only; a player who

has won the trophy once and scores the most points in a subsequent season will be acknowledged

appropriately by the Club).

J. MAUNDER CUP: Presented to the player who scores the most runs in the season. All age groups are eligible. If

two or more players score equal runs, the award will be shared.

CHARLTON CUP: Presented to the player who takes the most wickets in the season. All age groups are eligible. If

two or more players take an equal number of wickets, the award will be shared.

BARRY GARROD TROPHY: Presented to the player who achieves the highest batting average in U11 and U12. A

minimum aggregate of 200 runs must be scored for U12, and 150 for U11.

NEIL MARTZ TROPHY: Presented to the best performing wicket keeper for the season (total of catches and

stumpings). All age groups are eligible.

PRESIDENT’S ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD: Presented to the player who is considered to have displayed the

greatest dedication to the game, to the Club, and in developing their skills in the U10 and U11 competition. The

Award is determined by the Club Executive on advice from each of the eligible team manager’s

recommendations.

STEVE DANIELS MEMORIAL TROPHY: Presented to the player judged to be the most promising in the Club,

ready to play in the senior competition. It has been traditional to select a player from the Club’s most senior

teams, and the Committee when making the selection takes into account the player’s history and performance

over a reasonable period of time. All aspects of the game are considered including batting, bowling, fielding,

captaincy, sportsmanship and contribution to the Club.

JOHNSON FAMILY AWARD: (sponsored by Northern Districts Cricket Club): Presented to the player judged to be

the most promising playing in the U14/15 competition. The Committee, when making the selection takes into

account the player’s history and performance over a reasonable period of time, including performance in

Representative cricket. In addition to a perpetual trophy the recipient receives a scholarship for the Northern

District Cricket Academy for the following season.

STEVEN BIRD GIRLS’ CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY: Awarded to the female player who achieves the highest point

score for the season (1 point per run scored, 10 points per wicket, catch, stumping, or runout, 5 points per

assisted runout). All age groups playing Girls’ only cricket are eligible.

AGE GROUP CHAMPIONS: Awarded to the player who achieves the highest point score for the season in the

John Walsh Memorial trophy tradition. Awarded to the player who achieves the highest point score for the

season (0.1 point per run scored, 1 points per wicket, catch, stumping, or run-out, 0.5 points per
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ANNUAL AWARDS CRITERIA (cont.)

assisted run-out). All divisions in that age group are eligible.

100s, HAT TRICKS and 5 WICKETS IN A GAME: trophies are awarded to individuals who score 100 runs or take a

hat trick or 5 wickets in a game during the season.

BATTING and BOWLING AWARDS: are made to the highest aggregate run scorers and wicket takers in each

team. These stats are taken from MyCricket. If players are equal on aggregate, the best average is awarded the

trophy.

MANAGER’S AWARDS: are awarded to the player who has played the game with the best “spirit of cricket” –

the best all round, team player. To be decided by the Manager and/or Coach of each U10-U16/17 team.

U9’s/U10’s PARTICIPATION AWARDS: Each U9/Under 10 Participation team is awarded a Player of the Year

award (for the best all round player) and a Best Team Player award (for the player who has played with the best

“spirit of cricket”). These awards are decided by the Coach and/or Manager of each team.

OTHER AWARDS: Medallions are awarded to all members of Minor Premiers and Premiership winning teams by

NSJCA. The Club also awards Minor Premier caps to each team member of Minor Premier teams (teams

finishing on top of the table before the finals begin).
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SIJCC PERPETUAL AWARD WINNERS

CLUB AWARD DETAILS STATISTICS TEAM

JOHN WALSH MEMORIAL TROPHY Club

Champion
Ben Worthington 79.30pts U14 Ponting

J. MAUNDER CUP

Most runs for season

Harrison Lucas 555 runs U14 Ponting

CHARLTON CUP

Most wickets for season

Nicholas Apps

Connor Bell

20 Wickets U13 Starc

U13 Clarke

Neil Martz Trophy

Wicket Keeper Trophy

Blake Forbes 13 Dismissals U14 Smith

PRESIDENT’S ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD

Greatest dedication to game (U10/11)

Oscar Harvey U11 Harvey

STEVE DANIELS MEMORIAL TROPHY Most

promising senior player

Campbell Johnson U15 North

BARRY GARROD TROPHY

Best batting average (U11/12)

Elliot Kerr 53.80 U11 Clarke

JOHNSON FAMILY AWARD

Most promising player (U14/15)

Deshan Malalage U14 Ponting

STEVEN BIRD GIRLS’ CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY

Highest points for season

Jillian Edwards Gordon U15

BREV JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION AWARD

(Service to the club)

Matt Cole

Steven Bird

Treasurer/Coordinator
Girls Coordinator

MILESTONE AWARDS

5 wickets in an innings

Saxon Inglis

James Handyman

Henry Day

Elliot Inman

Ronan Brennan

6 for 11
5 for 5
5 for 6
5 for 12
5 for 14

U14 Smith
U13 Warner
U13 Warner
U14 Smith
U12 Smith

MILESTONE AWARDS

Centuries

Harrison Lucas

Justus Stals

Deshan Malalage

Blake Forbes

Campbell Johnson

120* & 100*

119*

102*

101*

100*

U14 Ponting
U15 North
U14 Ponting
U14 Smith
U15 North

MILESTONE AWARDS

Hat-tricks

Alexander Stewart

Saxon Inglis

U15 North
U14 Smith
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Club Age Champion 2016/17

Award Player Club Championship Points Team

U10 Club Champion Miles Kapoor 31.70 Pts U10 Boonie

U11 Club Champion Elliot Kerr 46.90 Pts U11 Clarke

U12 Club Champion Dylan Johnson 56.80 Pts U12 Starc

U13 Club Champion Trystan Kennedy 49.20 Pts U13 Starc

U14 Club Champion Ben Worthington 79.30 Pts U14 Ponting

U15 Club Champion Cooper Wright 52.60 Pts U15 North
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NSJCA 2016/17 Major AwardWinners

Division Award Player Performance

U10 Div 2 Batting Runs Award Myles Kapoor 177@59

U10 Div 2 Bowling Average Award Myles Kapoor 121@121

U10 Div 1 Batting Average Award Simon Greager 134@134

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Batting Runs Award Zac Larratt 138@34.5

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Batting Average Award Liam Godfrey 133@133

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Bowling Average Award Zac Larratt 8@4.75

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Bowling Strike Rate Zac Larratt 8@12.75

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Bowling Strike Rate Keegan Eksteen 8@12.75

U11 20 Overs Div 1 Wicket Keeper Award Ben Katz 5 Stumpings

U11 20 Overs Div 2 Batting Runs Award Harry Pratho 246@41

U12 32 Overs Batting Runs Award Dylan Johnson 333@47.57

U12 20 Overs Div 2 Batting Runs Award Jack Kneeshaw 266@38

U12 20 Overs Div 2 Bowling Average Award Aaron Jackson 8@9.63

U12 20 Overs Div 2 Bowling Strike Rate Award Aaron Jackson 8@15

U12 20 Overs Div 2 Wicket Keeper Award Jack Bray 4 catches

U13 32 Overs Batting Average Award Johnny Fourie 243@81

U13/14 Batting Runs Award Harrison Lucas 555@92.5

U13/14 Batting Average Award Harrison Lucas 555@99.33

U13/14 Bowling Average Award Saxon Inglis 14@6.0

U13/14 Bowling Strike Rate Saxon Inglis 14@10.86

U14 Wicket Keeper Award Stevie Mart 10 catches

U15 Bowling Average Award Cooper Wright 18@7
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Club Team Awards

Team Batting Award Bowling Award Manager's Award

U10 Bradman Simon Greager Andrew Cunningham Jackson McLeod

U10 Benaud Andrew Bartlett Lachlan Bartlett Andrew Lowe

U10 Boonie Myles Kapoor Myles Kapoor David Mann

U11 Clarke Elliot Kerr Charlie Helps Benjamin Cole

U11 Haddin Lochlan Stevenson Nicholas Audet Ari Bhalero

U11 Starc Rhys von Thien Ewan Allabush Calum Watson

U11 Hughes Thomas Roche Keegan Eksteen Benjamin Katz

U11 Hussey Harry Patho Janaka Malalage Ben Tunnicliffe

U11 Smith Joel Lorch Charlie McKay Sam Wald

U11 Warner Liam Godfrey Joshua-Kane Lourens Calan Engelbrecht

U11 Perry Zac Larratt Zac Larratt Jasper Melville

U12 Starc Dylan Johnson Alex Holland Hayden Kee

U12 Smith Kieran Poulton Kieran Brennan Ronan Brennan

U12 Warner Jack Kneeshaw Aaron Jackson Sam Carlin

U12 Pattinson Marlon Kesby Rory Marsden Jesse-Kyle Lourens

U12 Marsh Jack Bray Jeremy Goldman Matt Sentonaris

U12 Lyon Sushan Seneviratne Tim Plunkett Harrison Parsonage

U13 Starc Andre Fourie William Elliot William Kennedy

U13 Clarke Anthony Bartlett Connor Bell Patrick McDonnell

U13 Warner Oliver Sved James Hardyman Josh Henderson

U14 Haddin Hamish Windybank Harrison Hegarty Ed Ogilvy

U14 Warner Yianni Koulouris Yianni Koulouris Steven Mart

U14 Hazelwood Rex Pearce Hugh Arundel Kye Haywood

U14 Ponting Harrison Lucas Ewan Davies Daniel Ghoughassian

U14 Smith Blake Forbes Saxon Inglis Jack Lenehan

U14 Starc Jack Osborn Daniel Nuich Alexander Panikian

U15 North Justin Stals Cooper Wright Lachlan Gee

U15 Perry Henry Pike Duncan Dingley Daniel Hardyman

U15 Warner Yonatan Oron Nathan Hukins Matthew Georgans
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Club Team Awards - Participation Format

Team Player of the Year Award Best Team Player Award

U9 Green Archer Platt Jake Hudson

U9 Warner Marco Cardinale Brandon McLean

U9 Maxwell James Cheadle Lucas Margetis

U9 Lyon Daniel Talberg James Lyster

U9 Marsh N/A N/A

U9 Smith Jack Kellaway Dean Lipscomb

U10 Border Lachlan Tannous Ronan Earle

President’s Encouragement Award (U10/U11)

Nominations were received from teams as follows:

Team Nominations

U10 Bradman Oliver Glynn

U10 Benaud Lachlan Bartlett

U10 Boonie Oliver Goodman

U10 Border Matthew Abbott

U11 Clarke Charlie Helps

U11 Haddin Oscar Harvey

U11 Starc Angus Hamilton

U11 Hughes Liam Hartley

U11 Hussey Asher Hammersley

U11 Smith Max Woodhouse

U11 Warner Noah Stanwell

U11 Perry Rian Mistry

U11 Morris Rory McDonald
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CLUB AWARDS - STATISTICS

JohnWalsh Memorial Trophy – Club Championship Points (Over 40)

Player Name Matches Points
Worthington, Ben 13 79.3
Bartlett, Anthony 24 73
Lucas, Harrison J 14 73
Kennedy, Trystan 18 69.2

Fourie, Johnny 22 67.8
Koulouris, Yianni 15 60.2
Johnson, Dylan 15 59.1
Brennan, Kieran 17 53.8

Malalage, Deshan 10 53.7
Wright, Cooper 13 52.6
Pearce, Rex M 13 51.6

Kerr, Elliot 18 50.2
Stals, Justus 13 49.9

Forbes, Blake 13 49.5
Biet, Jakob 24 49.2

Kee, Hayden 16 46.4
Windybank, Hamish C 14 44.8

Mart, Stevie A 15 43.8
Brennan, Ronan 15 43.1
Arundel, Hugh 14 43

Cornofsky, Daniel 12 42
Phillips, Micah 26 41.7
Apps, Nicholas 18 41.6

Johnson, Campbell 11 41
von Thien, Rhys C 14 40.8

Inman, Elliot 12 40.5
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J. Maunder Cup – Top Run Scorers >200 Runs

Player name Matches Innings Runs Average
Lucas, Harrison J 14 13 555 92.50

Worthington, Ben 13 12 523 87.17
Bartlett, Anthony 24 22 495 49.50

Fourie, Andre J 22 19 468 52.00
Malalage, Deshan 10 10 377 75.40

Johnson, Dylan 15 14 346 43.25
Forbes, Blake 13 12 325 81.25

Biet, Jakob 24 18 312 20.80
Pike, Henry 11 11 301 30.10
Stals, Justus 13 12 299 33.22
Kee, Hayden 16 15 299 37.38

Kennedy, Trystan 18 15 297 37.13
Windybank, Hamish C 14 13 293 41.86

Koulouris, Yianni 15 15 287 28.70
Pearce, Rex M 13 13 286 31.78

Kerr, Elliot 18 16 272 38.86
Kneeshaw, Jack 10 9 266 38.00

Bill, Lachlan 12 12 264 66.00
Cornofsky, Daniel 12 12 255 31.88

Phillips, Micah 26 23 247 24.70
Pratho, Harry J 12 12 246 41.00

Mart, Gregory D 14 13 245 30.63
Austin, Joel 14 12 244 30.50

von Thien, Rhys C 14 14 243 34.71
Johnson, Campbell 11 8 240 40.00
Stevenson, Lochlan 19 19 238 26.44
Webber, Oliver H 13 13 238 34.00

Oron, Yonatan 13 15 234 21.27
Peden, Benjamin 11 10 232 46.40
Workman, Liam 10 11 227 25.22
Ogilvy, Edward 12 10 227 56.75
Inman, Elliot 12 11 225 32.14

Kennedy, William 14 10 224 32.00
Mart, Stevie A 15 14 223 31.86

Brennan, Kieran 17 17 218 21.80
Swift, Oscar 13 11 216 30.86

Poulton, Kieran 12 12 214 30.57
Sved, Oliver 13 13 210 35.00

Osborn, Jack O 12 13 210 19.09
High, Ben 18 15 209 17.42

Godfrey, Liam 11 11 209 41.80
Apps, Nicholas 18 16 206 15.85

Brennan, Ronan 15 15 206 17.17
Wright, Cooper 13 11 206 29.43
Roche, Thomas 12 12 204 40.80
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Charlton Cup – TopWicket Takers (12Wickets and Over)

Player name Matches Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Average Strike
rate Econ rate Best

Apps, Nicholas 18 55.1 8 196 20 9.80 16.55 3.55 4/9
Bell, Connor J 17 68.1 5 226 20 11.30 20.45 3.32 4/5
Wright, Cooper 13 51 11 126 18 7.00 17.00 2.47 3/4
Brennan, Kieran 17 50 5 179 18 9.94 16.67 3.58 2/7
Arundel, Hugh 14 70.1 9 215 18 11.94 23.39 3.06 3/9
Bartlett, Anthony 24 70 7 246 18 13.67 23.33 3.51 3/1
Holland, Alex J 13 39.5 5 142 17 8.35 14.06 3.56 3/1
Koulouris, Yianni 15 55.3 4 196 17 11.53 19.59 3.53 4/12
Kennedy, Trystan 18 55.3 8 203 17 11.94 19.59 3.66 3/23
High, Ben 18 62 17 174 16 10.88 23.25 2.81 3/4
Inman, Elliot 12 43 2 156 15 10.40 17.20 3.63 5/12
Hutton, Kieran 13 43 3 168 15 11.20 17.20 3.91 4/26
Davies, Ewan 10 42 1 188 15 12.53 16.80 4.48 3/16
Eksteen, Keegan B 12 29.3 6 84 14 6.00 12.64 2.85 3/7
Inglis, Saxon 7 25.2 6 84 14 6.00 10.86 3.32 6/11
Helps, Charlie 14 37 6 120 14 8.57 15.86 3.24 3/3
Allabush, Ewan D 13 37.1 4 164 14 11.71 15.93 4.41 3/6
Hardyman, James 15 37 1 189 14 13.50 15.86 5.11 5/5
Kee, Hayden 16 39 6 135 13 10.38 18.00 3.46 2/6
Cole, Benjamin E 16 36.4 4 146 13 11.23 16.92 3.98 2/1
Harvey, Ryan 11 40 6 156 13 12.00 18.46 3.90 3/4
Brennan, Ronan 15 55.1 9 216 13 16.62 25.46 3.92 5/14
Dingley, Duncan E 13 51.5 4 235 13 18.08 23.92 4.53 4/30
Nuich, Daniel K 13 38 2 239 13 18.38 17.54 6.29 3/18
Bartlett, Lachlan 14 28 0 81 12 6.75 14.00 2.89 3/6
Malalage, Deshan 10 46.1 8 101 12 8.42 23.08 2.19 3/11
Hegarty, Harrison 11 32.5 3 103 12 8.58 16.42 3.14 3/5
Campbell, Dylan A 12 36 5 132 12 11.00 18.00 3.67 3/4
Parasyn, James 13 39 4 161 12 13.42 19.50 4.13 2/1
Mart, Gregory D 14 53 15 165 12 13.75 26.50 3.11 3/2
De La Rue Browne, Zac 14 43 5 186 12 15.50 21.50 4.33 3/9
Hukins, Nathan 12 46 5 196 12 16.33 23.00 4.26 2/12
Biet, Jakob 24 55.2 4 208 12 17.33 27.67 3.76 2/6
Beeton, Christopher 20 53 1 217 12 18.08 26.50 4.09 2/9
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Neil Martz Trophy– TopWicket Keepers (5 Dismissals and Over)

Player name Matches Catches Stumpings Dismissals
Forbes, Blake 13 13 0 13
Scholtz, Kyle M 11 9 3 12
Mart, Stevie A 15 10 0 10
Stals, Justus 13 8 0 8
Davis, Harrison J 8 6 2 8
Wright, Cooper 13 6 2 8
Panikian, Alexander 11 6 1 7
Hedley, Luke W 13 5 2 7
Pearce, Rex M 13 5 2 7
Ferry, Harrison E 12 6 0 6
Webber, Oliver H 13 6 0 6
Newham, Joshua J 6 5 1 6
Dennis, Timothy 11 4 2 6
Johnson, Rhys 23 4 2 6
Mistry, Rian V 11 5 0 5
Shaw, Owen 6 3 2 5

Barry Garrod Trophy – Best Batting Average In U11 & U12

Name Innings Aggregate Not Outs High Score Average

Kerr, Elliot 14 269 9 31* 53.8

Johnson, Dylan 13 333 6 58* 47.57

Kee, Hayden 13 297 6 48* 42.43

Godfrey, Liam 11 209 6 43* 41.8

Pratho, Harry J 12 246 6 33* 41

Roche, Thomas 12 204 7 33* 40.8

Larratt, Zac 9 162 5 24* 40.5

Kneeshaw, Jack 9 266 2 47 38

von Thien, Rhys C 14 243 7 38 34.71

Austin, Joel 11 240 4 52 34.29

Webber, Oliver H 13 238 6 31* 34

Poulton, Kieran 12 214 5 53* 30.57
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Club Age Champions - Club Championship Points (Top 5 Players)

Under 10 Player CC Points

Myles Kapoor 29.8pts

Simon Greager 27.4pts

Lachlan Bartlett 24.4pts

Luke Austin 21.2pts

Anthony Bartlett 18.2pts

Under 11 Player CC Points

Elliott Kerr 46.9pts

Rhys von Thien 40.8pts

Ewan Allabush 36.3pts

Harry Pratho 36.0pts

Oliver Webber 35.8pts

Under 12 Player CC Points

Dylan Johnson 59.3pts

Hayden Kee 46.8pts

Joel Austin 44.6pts

Kiernan Brennan 43.7pts

Kiernan Poulton 37.9pts

Under 13 Player CC Points

Trystan Kennedy 54.2pts

Johnny Fourie 43.5pts

Luke Hedley 40.0pts

William Elliot 38.3pts

William Kennedy 37.9pts
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Under 14 Player CC Points

Ben Worthington 83.3pts

Harrison Lucas 82.3pts

Yianni Koulouris 61.2pts

Rex Pearce 54.9pts

Blake Forbes 53.9pts

Under 15 Player CC Points

Cooper Wright 57.6pts

Justus Stals 50.8pts

Campbell Johnson 42.8pts

Henry Pike 41.0pts

Yonatan Oron 37.4pts

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS BY TEAM 2016/17

Please go to http://mycricket.cricket.com.au for your team and individual game and season stats.
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TEAM REPORTS

In2Cricket
We had a great bunch of kids this year. Most weeks we had full teams. When we had everyone there
the coaches did a great job at keeping them in line.

Positives

● Each team had a team manager, connecting with them was easy via the TeamSnap app.
● Plenty of kits and equipment to go around each week
● David Ford was brilliant and ran the mornings like a well oiled machine
● Great location and field

Negatives

● Not a lot of parent participation - some groups the coaches were left to teach alone which in
my opinion is awfully tough. Going forward l would encourage all parents especially those
who’s child may be of higher attention needs to help out on the mornings. This could be done
in the form of an email prior to the beginning of the season.

● Some of the teams found some of the activities boring…this was dealt with in the beginning
with one team - david took them on personally as they complained their children can already
hold a bat and throw. This is more of an age thing, these kids have been in milo for a few
years but weren’t old enough to be moved up.

● There were a few kids under the age of 5. Closer to 4….This needs to be reviewed as it does
make a difference to the group.

● Mince pies and tarts weren’t a hit at all…but l think we are all on the same page there and
won’t be doing this next year.

● All in all there are a few things l will do differently next year. In asking for helpers and
volunteers for managers l will outline their roles a little more in full. Communication with
teams is the key to getting everyone involved and up to date with everything. There were a
few people who didn’t receive messages about rained off days which caused some stir.

● Kit bags - these will be one thing l will add to managers roles - a roster will need to be made
up as David was left with numerous bags at the end of each morning because parents hadn’t
collected them.

● Kids loved their bats, wickets, tops and hats. Great packs.

Kirstie Ogilvy - In2Cricket Co-ordinator
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Milo U8 T20Blast
Approximately 90 St Ives JCC juniors made the leap from Milo Cricket towards the big time this year
by participating in the T20 Blast competition at Acron Oval every (well most) Saturday mornings. The
St Ives Club provided 11 teams to play alongside 4 from Lindfield and one from West Pymble

The action was fast and furious
with the speakers blaring the
background, with 8 small oval
games going all at once, along
with a skills zone for the batters
waiting their turn. This meant
that everybody was involved in a
cricketing activity for the whole
session.

The skills all improved markedly
during the year, the bowling got
quicker, the shots got bigger and
the boundaries flowed, and there
are undoubtedly some talented
juniors heading into the Under 9s
competition next year.

The weather didn’t treat us kindly in the back half of the year but whenever we got on the kids threw
everything they had into the games. They all turned up with big smiles on their faces and left with
bigger ones after locking horns with their opposition, indicating that the future of junior cricket for
the St Ives club is in good shape

Enormous thanks to go Ben Gentle from Cricket NSW for his organisation every Saturday morning,
Mark and Wayne who ran the skills zone so well, all the Team Managers who gave up their time to
keep things running smoothly and all the parents who did BBQs, scoring, umpiring, collection and
delivery to the skills zone and whatever else was required on the day.

My personal thanks too go to Katherine Stevenson and the rest of the SIJCC Committee who helped
me navigate the season and did whatever they could to help the program run smoothly.

Chris Avis - U8 T20 Blast Co-ordinator

U9 Green
The Green Machine moved from the outfield of Acron onto pitches far and wide for their first season
of “real cricket”. Along with geographical challenges of finding the grounds there were also the
challenges of putting on all this equipment. The pads were loose the helmets fell over their eyes
when they ran and the wicket keeping gloves made throwing the ball impossible! To add to their
dilemma they had to bowl on what they described as a very narrow bit of artificial grass? This aside
they soldiered on and by the season end most could hit that narrow strip more often than not and
the pads no longer stopped them from running quick singles. Alas the helmets still dropped over
their eyes! What we lacked in cricket skills was more than compensated for by the team spirit shown
each time they got a wicket and the general attitude of the boys. We had a loyal group of supporters
each Saturday cheering on the team (or was that chatting amongst themselves) anyway it was good
to see everyone enjoying their early Saturday outing. Special thanks goes to Ant Hudson and Evan
Mantis for umpiring and a super duper call out for Jo our manager for scoring and keeping us all up to
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speed with ground changes etc.

Look forward to doing it all again next season

Peter Mullane – Coach
Jo Makvini - Manager

U9 Warner
U9 Warner had a terrific year with bat and ball. With only three losses for the season (when we were
well down on numbers), we have the makings of a very competitive team in the years to come.

Marco Cardinale - Marco was a very enthusiastic cricketer that was always hungry to be involved.
Many opposition team coaches were known to comment about Marco's blistering pace with the ball.
Batting became a feature of Marco's game as the season progressed. Like many on our team, Marco
was a very quick and accurate fielder.

David Daniels - David was a great all-rounder that always contributed to the team's success. His
batting was strong on both sides of the wicket and barely a match went by without at least one
boundary. David's bowling was very quick and he took several wickets throughout the season. David
was also a great fielder that put a lot of pressure on the batsmen.

James Boots - James was another great all-rounder. His bowling was always straight, which
contributed to many wickets. James' batting was particularly strong on the onside but the second half
of the season saw him hit some magnificent offside shots. If we measured runouts, I am sure that
James would have topped the direct hit list.

Brandon McLean - Brandon was an exceptional team player and a great source of encouragement for
his team mates. Brandon showed great skill with the bat and was strong on the offside, a rare skill for
U9 cricketers. The standout feature of Brandon's bowling was his length, often leaving the batsmen in
two minds. Brandon's positive talk on the field was infectious.

Ewan Stevenson - Ewan was a great contributor to our team's success. Another great all-rounder.
Ewan's batting technique was probably the best on the team and it resulted in runs being scored all
over the ground. Ewan's bowling improved throughout the year and by the end of the season, he was
probably our most accurate bowler.

Jonty Tilley - Jonty was sorely missed by our team when he moved to Melbourne toward the end of
the season. Jonty was an exceptional wicket keeper and his work in the field saved our team plenty of
runs. Jonty's batting and bowling improved significantly and his positive support of his team mates
was terrific to see.

Max Harvey - Max was probably the most improved player. By the end of the season, Max's bowling
was picking up wickets with virtually no extras. Max also became very difficult to dismiss. Almost
every innings in the second half of the season was completed without getting out.

Logan Ting - Logan's bowling improved more than any other player in the team. By the end of the
season, Logan was one of our most accurate bowlers. Logan was also a batsman that became very
difficult to dismiss and his run-scoring became an important part of our success.

Carter Armstrong - Carter was one of our most aggressive and damaging batsmen. He was particularly
strong on the onside with a big boundary count. Carter's fielding was exceptional with a number of
terrific boundary saves. Bowling was a feature of Carter's game that he can be proud of.
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Luca Booth - Luca was another of our great all-rounders. Both pace and accuracy were features of
Luca's bowling that contributed to a big wicket count. A very valuable part of our team. Luca's batting
technique improved throughout the year which helped him to score a lot more on the offside.

Archie Gray - Archie's bowling became a feature of his season. His improvement with the ball was
largely down to his accuracy. As a coach, I particularly liked how Archie was able to take advice and
immediately put it into play. The highlight of Archie's batting was his strong defence. He was very
difficult to dismiss and took every run available.

Nikhil Singh - Nikhil was yet another great all-rounder. His batting and bowling abilities were
exceptional and it was a shame that we only had him on the team for the first half of the season.

Craig and I were very fortunate to Manage and Coach such an enthusiastic team of boys.
Congratulations must also go out to the parents that supported their young cricketers. The many
hours of practice in the backyard paid off.

Craig Armstrong - Manager
Michael Daniels - Coach

U9 Maxwell
A great bunch of kids who loved putting on their whites and giving cricket a red hot go! – that sums
up U9 Maxwell. Each week the boys turned up eager to find out which team was batting or bowling
first so that the game could get underway. They simply just enjoyed playing cricket and enjoyed
competing as a team.

Our first game was a baptism by fire. We played a very professional Lindfield outfit that were
definitely not as new to cricket as our players were. U9 Maxwell had a lot to learn, and learn the boys
did! The improvement across the U9 Maxwell team in the weeks that followed was impressive and
continued throughout the season. By the end of the season batsmen were calling to each other,
fielders were backing each other up and the bowling was more often than not on target. The
Maxwells took some great catches, bowled out some batsmen and smashed some fours, but their
commitment to saving boundaries with epic slides of white pants across muddy patches of outfield
was outstanding!

It was fantastic to watch the team as their skills, knowledge of the game and most importantly their
confidence developed over the season. The Maxwells should be proud of the way they approached
each game. There weren’t a lot of wins, yet the boys were never deterred and always showed
commitment, resilience, and exceptional sportsmanship. They tried hard and had fun.

A big thank you to Sally Seymour for managing the team and to the parents of U9 Maxwell for all their
support. A great team just doesn’t happen by accident. Congratulations Maxwells on a terrific season
of cricket!

Renee & Scott Thomson – Coach
Sally Seymour - Manager

U9 Lyon
At the start of the season Under 9 Lyon players had new people to meet and new skills to learn. As
their knowledge of the game grew and skills developed so did their enthusiasm with stiff competition
for being an opening batsman or fulfilling wicket keeping duties. Regardless of their prior experience
every player had cause to celebrate a personal best, be it taking a wicket, narrowly avoiding a run out
or smashing a six. By the end of the season it was the kids not the coach shouting "Who's backing
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up!" to maximise the prospect of a runout. Most importantly in this division the kids enjoyed
themselves and enjoyed their cricket which is what it is all about.

Michael Bruce - Manager

U9 Marsh
U9 Marsh enjoyed a successful season with a good mix of players new to cricket and others who have
played for a couple years “back yard cricket” and “big brothers”. The marshmallows as we called them
played every game with good sportsmanship, determination and a healthy competitive spirit. We
were fortunate to notch up plenty of wins and losses were always accepted as good learning points
for the team. The boys enjoyed meeting new faces from different schools and we are sure are the
start of good friendships. The improvements seen in each player throughout the season was
noticeable and each team member deserves a massive pat on the back for working hard every week
and always delivering their best. What I enjoyed most during every game was how the boys
encouraged each other, learnt from each other, brought a healthy competitive mind-set to each game
and absolutely loved to be out there.

I was honoured to coach such a great bunch of kids and I have no doubt that they are future cricket
stars in the making! Thanks to all the parents, umpires, scorers and our manager Idana! Can’t wait for
the next season.

The boys were – Tristan Eksteen, Jonty Katz, Jude Roberts, Adam Leadbetter, Andrew Phipson, Fraser
Rowan, Jake Rosenberg, Jay Maltz, Joshua Biggs, Joshua Tucker, Lachlan Boulton, Lexi Ewert and Josh
Naar. Well done to you all!

Idana Katz - Manager
Ashley Eksteen - Coach

U9 Smith

It was our first year as a team together, and what a great season we had! All the boys had so much
fun playing cricket this season. From getting wickets, to hitting 4’s, to playing on the sideline, they
loved playing with their mates and making new friends. As the season went on all the boys gained
new skills and were able to put them into practice on the field. We won about as many games as we
lost and there were glimpses of brilliance in every game played.

Team Smith (including the parents), thanks for your great attitude in turning up each week, playing
your best game, volunteering without complaint and most importantly having fun playing this great
game.

We look forward to an even better next season.

Paul Williams - Coach
Steph Williams - Manager

U10 Bradman
Wow, what an amazing season – Minor Premiers and U10 North Champions. A group of boys thrown
together at the beginning of the year and apart from our very first game went through undefeated.
Culminating in a complete performance in the Grand Final to win comfortably bowling out our
opposition.

The most pleasing aspect of the season was the improvement in the skills and game awareness as the
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year progressed. U10 Bradman truly was the definition of a star team with every individual, bar none,
being instrumental in at least one of our many wins during the year. If one individual was a little off or
unlucky for a day someone else would stand up to pull us through.

It was a pleasure to coach such an enthusiastic and committed bunch of young cricketers.

Simon Greager: An outstanding all round player taking out our Batting Award for the year with a
super consistent effort only being dismissed once throughout the entire year. Had all the shots and
was always a calming influence at the crease being the rock we could bat around. Good solid bowling
with that ability to angle the ball back into the right handers and was always hard to handle. Simon
topped off his cricketing skills through his superb keeping and all around fielding ability. Stellar season
and lead by example for the entire team.

Luke Austin: Another leader on the field with solid efforts with both bat and ball. Good strong fast
bowling lead to being one of the most economical in the competition, bowling more maiden overs
than any other bowler in our division. His strength though was batting with solid displays during the
season being dismissed on only two occasions and another classy display in the Grand Final. Solid
defence was coupled with great timing and boundary hitting when needed.

Oliver Glynn: A beautiful batsman to watch with a very strong defence and an ability to hit boundaries
when on offer. Reliable bowler with good pace and line and length. Showed great energy in the field
with a great set of hands and quick around the field cutting off singles or boundaries.

Finn McDonald: An amazing first season of cricket. Watching Fin play you would never know it was
only his first season, fitting in straight away and continuing to improve throughout the season.
Bowling a great length and was rewarded late in the season with 3 wickets in an over to showcase the
improvement. Played with an infectious smile and applied his hard working style to became a reliable
and important member of the batting line up.

Cameron Williams: Cameron went quietly about his work, always happy to play wherever asked to
favour the team. Cameron’s improvement in bowling was a real highlight, resulting in opening the
bowling in the Grand Final with another consistent and steady display. Worked hard on his batting
and was showing real signs of breaking through for a big innings late in the season. Played a smart
and valuable knock in the Grand Final to again contribute when the team needed it.

Andrew Cunningham: Our most consistent and accurate bowler. Duly rewarded in being awarded our
Bowling Award for the most wickets in U10 Bradman. Andrew could always be relied upon to apply
the pressure to the opposition batsman with deadly accuracy. Desperately unlucky at times in batting
this year but continued to develop with some great boundaries struck showing great timing and
strength.

Tom Hutchinson: Without a doubt our most Improved player of the year. Both batting and bowling
was almost unrecognisable from the player who commenced the season back in October last year.
Running between wickets was spectacular to watch, stealing singles when no one could have
imagined a run was possible. A stellar bowling performance in the Grand Final with 3 wickets – well
done Tom.

Ethan McGarrick: An express bowler in the Brett Lee or Mitch Starc mould. Learnt to control the
speed with accuracy to constantly threaten when bowling. A great boundary rider with a rocket arm.
Ethan’s batting continued to improve during the season developing a sound defence to go with his
ability to hit a boundary.
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Jackson McLeod: A dynamic batsman in the Dave Warner mould, was never afraid to back his ability
and swing hard at the ball. Bowled without luck at times and the hard work was evident to see in the
back end of the season with the accuracy improving remarkably. A great team man always willing to
put his team mates ahead of himself.

James Bouwer: James was a late addition to the team and what an entrance he made. Almost getting
a wicket off his very first delivery in his very first game of cricket. James proved this was no fluke
arguably becoming our most dangerous bowler regularly taking wickets with pace and bounce. Not to
be outdone James was a spectacular batsman scoring quickly and always looking to punish anything
in his hitting zone. A great effort and I can’t wait to see the development as you cricket career
progresses.

Trent Austin – Coach
Mark McDonald - Manager

U10 Benaud
Our team this year was predominately of players from the U/9 teams from last year. There were a few
new players fitted into the team extremely well. It was great season making the Plate final and won
the final on a forfeit (disappointing way to win a final).

By the end of the year we had won and lost a similar number of games. The most pleasing outcome
of the season was the improvement made by all the players and the sportsmanship in which they
played every game.

By the end of the season the bowling had improved the most out of all the elements of the game. The
number of no-balls and wides that the boys were bowling per game at the start of the year was about
40 compared to about 20 at the end of the season. Lachlan Bartlett and Andrew Lowe were the
regular wicket takers with Aiden D’Souza, Ayush Oodit and Fred Collins (with his Dennis Lillee head
ban) were the biggest improvers by the end of the season.

The quality of fielding improved every match and by the end of the year catches were being held.
Myles Kesby and Angus Foate both wicket kept very well throughout the season.

The batting came along way throughout the season with the number of runs off the bat and fours hit
increasing as the season went on. Oliver Freeman, Myles Kesby and Callum Morris all improved their
batting throughout the season. Andrew Bartlett, Lachlan Bartlett and Andrew Lowe had the strongest
attacking shots by the end of the season.

I would like to thank the manager Matt Freeman for organising the team and umpiring most weeks.
Thanks to Andy Collins for karting the sun shade around each week and the scoring support by Jack
Kesby, Andy Collins, Nick Morris and Peter Lowe. Thanks to all the parents for supporting the kids
throughout the season with bringing the kids to training and games. I hope the boys enjoyed the
season and they are keen to play again next year.

Matt Freeman - Manager
Steve Bartlett - Coach

U10 Boonie
U10 Boonie went into the 2016/2017 season as newbies to the “out-you’re-out”, real cricket with the
ouchy leather ball. The team was a mix of boys from U9 Hughes, and some new faces.
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The boys started off a bit confused with the idea, and a few bats may have been thrown, but with
their team mates and parents on the sidelines giving helpful advice when they were dismissed,
everything started to fit into place. Good defence of their wicket made it easy for the scorers with
plenty of dot balls recorded.

Although the boys only won a couple of games this year, they played in great spirit and all the parents
can be proud of the way they conducted themselves on the field.

The season did have its moments with great fielding, batting and bowling performances, just not all in
the same game.

It was a great start to real cricket and we hope the boys learnt a lot from this season and can use
these tools next year.

Thank you to the Club for the Friday night training sessions - they made a tremendous difference; and
to the Boonie parents who didn’t take anything too seriously.

Steve Levin - Coach
Amy Marsden - Manager

U10 Border
Many of our U10 Border team started the year started the season without much experience or none
at all. Throughout the season we focused on correct bowling actions, paying attention in the field and

standing in the correct batting
position (in front of the stumps).

It was a rusty start to the season,
however the boys have proven to
be a very enthusiastic group, with
everyone improving throughout
the season. Wicket keeper seems
to be the favourite fielding
position for many of the boys.

I’m proud to say that the entire
team can now bowl with a correct

action, no-balls and wides have reduced significantly. All the boys are now capably cricketers,
regularly hitting 4’s and taking wickets. The fielding has improved out of sight, with much fewer
overthrows and even some catches.

Our season was highlighted by our last round match against the Pirates who have been easily the
most dominate team. We were only narrowly defeated by 14 runs, and actually took more wickets
than they did.

I’d like to congratulate all the boys for being such an enthusiastic, polite and well behaved team. They
have all got along so well. It has been a pleasure coaching them and I hope they all persist with long
cricket careers.

Colin Earle - Coach
Belinda Wood - Manager
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U11 Clarke
U11 Clarke had a very enjoyable and competitive 2016/17 season. Each player excelled at different
times and all markedly improved their cricketing knowledge and skills during the season. The players’
support for one another was fantastic and they formed a great cohesive unit. We started the season
with a couple of losses against strong competition and bounced back with a few consecutive wins.
Our results over the remainder of the season tended to follow this pattern of a win followed by a loss
followed by a win.

No one will forget our game against one of the strongest teams in the competition towards the end of
the season where we came within two runs of causing a major upset. I’m not sure who was more

nervous – the boys or the watching parents!
The team’s competitive spirit came to the fore
during this game and the boys gained a lot of
self-belief as they realised how good they
could be as a team. A number of games
following that awesome display were
unfortunately called off due to either
extremely hot or wet weather, so the boys
were unable to carry that momentum
forward which was a little frustrating.
Nevertheless, we ended the season strongly
by qualifying for the Plate final, where we
competed against another St Ives team and
won. The boys were all very pleased to
receive their medals.

A big thank you from all the players and parents goes to our indomitable, committed and encouraging
coach, Ben Dennis. Ben's commitment was unwavering, even in the face of a number of cancelled
training sessions due to extremely wet weather.

Our regular umpires Matt Cole, Peter Heal, Jonathan Helps and Anthony Tannous provided quality
umpiring throughout the season. The tasks of scoring, provision of BBQ food and lollies and BBQ’ing
(we had a sausage sizzle at every game thanks to Sarah Daniels always providing the BBQ) was shared
willingly between all our parents. I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all for the fantastic
support and assistance – it made the season very enjoyable and successful for all. We are looking
forward to next season with much enthusiasm and excitement.

Ben Dennis - Coach

Greg Wilkinson - Manager

U11 Haddin
The mighty U11 Haddin formed as one of three St Ives Division 1 Teams playing in the 30 over format.
We had a great season of 9 wins with 6 (mainly close) losses and 2 rounds rained out placing us at 7th
from 14 in the Division. Had the last round not been rained out, the boys could have moved up to 5th,
but hey that is cricket! This was made up by the fact that in our last competitive round we scored our
then highest total of 183 runs followed by 190 in our final which shows how the boys form was
building! Its times like this another couple of rounds would have been really welcome ;)

The team was a mix of players that had played together before and some who had never met. As a
team we focused on building up our team camaraderie and traditions including our Haddin team
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cheer, our tradition of smelling the new ball for good luck, punching out gloves as batsman changed
over and the whole of team (including some parents) Dab when we took a wicket!

As coaches and managers we were impressed
with the talk on the ground and how by the last
few rounds the captains set the field with little
support needed from the boundary. All the
boys played hard, took disappointments on the
chin and supported each other in good times
and in bad. We can also say

that the spirit of cricket is alive and well in our
team which combined with the diversity of
skills, meant every boy at one point or another
stood up when it was counted for the team.

This is shown by the great performances and
contributions below;

● Aryan's best batting was 14 runs, picked up 7 wickets with a best performance of 2/9 and
took 2 catches and a runout!

● Oscar's best batting was 7 runs, picked up 3 wickets with a best performance of 2/15 but
his season was cut short with a broken arm (but he still came to games!)

● Ollie's best batting was 11 runs, picked up 4 wickets with a best performance of 1/4 but his
season was also his season was cut short!

● Ned's best batting was 13 runs, picked up 5 wickets with a best performance of 3/7 and
took 2 catches, a runout and our only stumping!

● Nate's best batting was 13 runs, picked up 7 wickets with a best performance of 1/2 incl 2
maidens and took a catch!

● Dilan's best batting was 14 runs, picked up 6 wickets with a best performance of 3/3
including a 3 wicket maiden and took 3 catches and 2 run outs

● Nick's best batting was 27 runs (2 retirements), picked up 9 wickets with a best
performance 2/13 and took 5 catches and 5 run outs!

● Tom's best batting was 22 runs, picked up 6 wickets with a best performance of 2/4 and
took 3 catches and a run out!

● Soham's best batting was 21 runs, picked up 7 wickets with a best performance of 2/25 and
a run out!

● Matt's best batting was 36 runs (2 retirements), picked up 3 wickets with a best
performance 1/9 and took 3 catches and 2 run outs!

● Luke's best batting was 25 runs (3 retirements), picked up 3 wickets with a best
performance of 1/4 !

● Lochlan's best batting was 28 runs (3 retirements), picked up 7 wickets with a best
performance of 1/2 and took 5 catches!

● Micah's best batting was 25 runs, picked up 6 wickets with a best performance of 2/4 and
took 3 catches and 2 run outs!

This report cannot be complete however with a sincere thanks to all the great parents of the Haddin
team who were such a blessing for the team. Our cricket games looked more like camp sites at times
with BBQ's, Marquees, picnic rugs, camp chairs, sisters, brothers, pets et al making Saturday mornings
such a great community experience. This combined with the huge efforts in umpiring, scoring,
cooking, warming up and any other role was greatly appreciated.
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A special mention however should go to Graeme Thom for his detailed statistical scoring analysis and
live streaming the worm during games providing insights both funny and strategic during our season!

It was absolutely our pleasure to be Manager and Coach of U11 Haddin and look forward to another
great year of cricket next season!

"Haddin, Haddin, is the best!
Always wins against the rest!"

Mark Hilton - Coach
Katherine Stevenson - Manager

U11 Starc
With the unfortunate loss of some members of last year’s premiership-winning team, as well as the
loss of two more throughout the season, U11 Starc really suffered its own version of “second year
syndrome” in 2016/17. With a shaky start to the season in the new environment of out is out, as well
as some close games that just didn’t fall
our way, our boys learnt quickly that cricket is
as much played in the head as on the field.

But as Ian Chappell recently said of the
Australian Test team following successive
crushing defeats against South Africa “you
have to hit the bottom before you can
bounce back up” — and bounce back they
certainly did. For despite finishing closer to
the bottom than the top of a 14 team
ladder, we were still the 4th highest run
scoring team, a testament to our hard
working and consistent top order led by
opener Rhys von Thien with 264 runs. But
most pleasing of all was to witness the
increasing confidence, strokeplay, and courage of some of our batsmen who had struggled
significantly at the start of the year. And this was no better demonstrated than by the meteoric rise in
batsmanship of Angus “AJ” Hamilton, who became a stalwart of the middle order, and as a result our
worthy nomination for the President's Encouragement Award for greatest dedication to the game.

It’s also been incredibly satisfying to see the boys starting to find their own unique roles within the
team, with some finding skills they never knew they had. The prospect of a future team fortunate
enough to have some solid pacemen, challenging swing bowlers, crafty finger spinners, and
aggressive wrist spinners, is an exciting one indeed. And this season with the ball it was fast bowler
Ewan Allabush leaving his mark with 14 wickets – as well as with a big bruise on the leg of his old man
who’s going to have to start paying him a little more respect in the nets!

This season we also started to work off the concept that if we can’t be the best playing team in the
competition, we can at least try to be the smartest. As a result tactics and decision-making became a
big part of our training, and most unusually for U11 the team essentially ran itself out in the field,
with the captain responsible for all bowling changes and (in close consultation with the bowlers) field
settings. We’re confident this policy will contribute significantly to the boys one day becoming the
best cricketers they can.

Special mention also goes to Calum Watson as our proud winner of the Manager's Award for the
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player who has played the game with the best "spirit of cricket". “Watto” is the definitive quiet
achiever, courageously spending a large part of the season opening the batting in order to improve his
defensive technique, as well as firmly establishing himself as our gun new-ball bowler. And yet it’s all
done with great humility, respect for his teammates, and at all times true sportsmanship to his
opponents. “Watto” certainly is an absolute pleasure to coach.

Finally once again a huge thanks to our parents, who continue to battle Friday afternoon traffic on the
way to training, complicated cricket scorebooks, sometimes even more complicated scoring apps, and
numerous overly-ambitious LBW appeals under 30+ degree sun. Truly none of this would be possible
without you!

Players: Ewan Allabush, Ari Berman, Cai Berman, Angus Hamilton, Thomas Johnston, Brendan Milner,
Callum Parkinson, Josh Riddle, Krish Tandon, Kai Therkelsen, Rhys von Thien, Calum Watson, Oliver
Webber.

Benson Riddle - Coach

Chris Parkinson - Manager

U11 Hughes
Congratulations to the U11 Hughes boys for another great year!

I won't ever forget the sight of Keegan Eksteen sending screamers down at terrified batsmen just like
his South African forerunner Alan "White Lightning" Donald. And watching Luke Bakos was like
watching Fanie De Villiers (“Vinnige Fanie”) all over again – batsmen tied up in knots while Luke
belted out wicket maiden after wicket maiden.

On the batting side Tom Roche kept all of us on the sidelines awake and alert – lose concentration for
a moment and one of those huge fours and sixes would be headed your way. Parents, keep your
small children away from the boundaries when Luke and Tom are batting.

Then there was Benjamin Katz a true Australian wicketkeeper. Leaping tall buildings to catch a
screaming off breaker was no challenge for young Mr Katz.

Our allrounders Daniel Belzycki, Angus Edwards and Michael Monahan never ceased to amaze. A
sudden brace of wickets in the middle of an innings or a quickfire twenty runs. It was like watching
Mark and Steve Waugh all over again.

Then we had the fierce middle order. Benji Rosenberg, Noah Bilski and Liam Hartley could break a
bowler's heart – just when he had gotten through that top order came the resolute threesome, the
wickets would dry up and the runs would steadily mount.

And finally our pinch hitter. When all looked lost, runs desperately needed and our batsmen pinned
down by devastating tight bowling, send in Dan Tucker. Never afraid to step up and throw a bat at a
ball, without fear for his personal safety or batting average, Dan could be relied to get those runs.

Most of the boys have been playing for the Hughes team for three years now and have grown
together as a team and established great friendships through a sport that they love playing and are
passionate about. The team has won some and lost some games but the boys have always done their
best, encouraged and supported each other. The boys have continued to improve their batting,
bowling and fielding skills throughout the season and have continued to develop as young sportsman.
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A special thank you to our great coach Ashley Eksteen who has always shown huge commitment - the
boys have really enjoyed playing under his guidance and through his encouragement have improved
their play and had a great season.

A big thank you to the parents and the team at the St Ives Cricket Club for their endless support.

Once again congratulations to the U11 Hughes boys and thank you for an enjoyable and memorable
2016/17 season.

Ashley Eksteen - Coach
Debbie Tucker - Manager

U11 Hussey
Another season and another opportunity for the boys of the St Ives Hussey side to get the band back

together. Sadly some left us, but we were also very lucky to have some new additions with Mitchell,

Tej and Dom. The season started with some challenging games against strong sides, but the boys

always remained positive and played in the spirit of the game. Following a regrading, they really hit

their stride, with some excellent work in the field, some tight line and length bowling and some

intelligent batting. If the weather gods had not conspired against them, they would have finished with

the minor premiership of their division.

All of the team have worked together to achieve the results they have, while also having a laugh along

the way. Special mention needs to go to Harry

Pratho, who has truly found his mojo this season

with some outstanding power hitting. Harry's

innings have been the backbone of many of the

side's wins. Excellent contributions with the ball

have been made by many of the team, with Janaka

continuing to threaten with his left arm over pace,

Asher and Ben both surprising batsmen with darts

off a short run, and Patrick finding his inner, if

occasionally.a little wayward, Mitchell Johnston. This

season also saw the introduction of spin, and Tej

continues to develop into an excellent bowler. The

team has been ably served behind the stumps by a

number of players, but Sam has again shown he has

a future in that challenging position.

The team could not have functioned without Keryn's fantastic management, the umpiring prowess of

Mark, Mahesh and Michael, and the furrowed-brow scoring of all families. As the boys wait to play

their grand final, I am again very proud to have had the chance to coach such an impressive group,

and I hope they continue their cricketing future with the same attitude they have shown for several

years. Bring on next year!!

Tom Millet - Coach

Keryn Hammersley - Manager
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U11 Smith/Morris
Just like an accordion, the U11 Smith squad expanded and contracted during the season. 

With the addition of extra players early on in the summer, the decision was made to create a
second team out of the squad, U11 Morris in honour of the late left-handed Test batsman.

The squad included Sam Wald, Ishaan Thakur, Max Woodhouse, Joel Lorch, Charlie McKay,
Tommy Schell, Joe Kerdic, Hunter Wilson, Tom O’Carroll, Sean McKeon, Michael Mason, Rory
MacDonald, Johnathan Li and Andrew Poulton.

The two teams meant the line-ups changed weekly but the team spirit and the sportsmanship
shown by every player is something they
should all be very proud of. In order to have
two full teams on the field each week, we
borrowed rostered off players from other St
Ives teams and from other clubs, including
Gordon, West Pymble, Lane Cove, Lindfield and
North Sydney. The boys did a great job in
making the stand in players welcome members
of the Smith/Morris squad.

After the Christmas break the two teams
became one again and while the results might
not have fallen our way, few teams had more
fun.

A big thank you to all the players for your efforts and good humour during the season.

A big thank you also to the parents for their enthusiasm, especially Eddie Lorch (coach), Tom
Wald (umpire/coach) and everyone who helped with scoring, BBQ’ing and supporting the boys.

And a massive thank you to the St Ives committee for their fantastic efforts once again in
running such a great club.

U11 Smith Awards
Batting award: Joel Lorch - Well done to Joel for his outstanding batting after the
holidays, leading the way with some innings of real maturity.
Bowling award: Charlie McKay - He was handy with the bat as well but Charlie's left-armers
troubled batsman more and more as the season wore on.
Manager's award: Sam Wald - This was given to Sam for being a hard-working, thoughtful
member of the team who simply enjoyed playing with his mates.

U11 Morris Awards
Batting award: Tommy Schell - Tommy has great enthusiasm for the game and you feel if he
keeps on working hard, the runs are really going to start to flow for him. His marathon effort
against Lane Cove, after the team lost 4 wickets in 5 balls, put the team in a winning position.
Bowling award: Max Woodhouse - Max was one of the most improved players in the
competition this season. Once he starts using his height to full effect - look out!
Manager's award: Joe Kerdic - A popular member of the team, thanks Joe for the making the
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season such great fun.

All in all, the boys in U11 Smith/Morris had a great season, where everyone’s skills improved as
the season progressed, and everyone had a lot of fun.

Eddie Lorch- Coach
David McKay - Manager

U11 Warner
This was a season “firsts” for U11 Warner:

- first year we had played the 20/20 format
- first time most of the boys had played “traditional” cricket;
- the dreaded LBW rule was introduced for the first time; and
- the coach and manager had their first year as team officials

While the win/loss ratio may suggest
otherwise, u11 Warner had a successful
season, underpinned by our strong team
spirit, willingness to learn. All the boys
showed steady improvement in their skills
and appreciation of the game throughout
the season, which was very pleasing.

Special thanks to the volunteers who
helped with scoring, umpiring, cooking,
dog catching, baby minding and balloon
animal making. Not forgetting our coach,
Tarun, who gave up his time and energy to
help the boys develop their skills in a fun
environment.

Team Members

1. Vyom Arora - Vyom started the season off steadily with good performances, primarily with the
bat. After the season break this switched to his bowling where his bowling accuracy and strike
rate improved. All round, Vyom showed steady improvement throughout the season and is
primed for 2017/18.

2. Cal Engelbrecht - Cal had a consistent season with the bat, average 10 runs per game and scoring
his highest ever score (19*). He also contributed in the field, taking 4 catches and instigated 3 run
outs. He was another player who benefited from the new format and regular match practice.

3. Liam Godfrey- Liam had a great season, amassing 209 runs with the bat and terrifying the
opposition with his fast ball. The season highlight was innings against North Sydney Red where he
scored a season high 43 (not out) and carried his teammates to victory.

4. Thomas Hunziker -Thomas was having his best cricket season ever with both his batting and
bowling steadily improving. It was a big pity that his season was cut short by painful injury.

5. Zachary Johnson - Zac is the “cool cat” of the team, not feeling any pressure out in the middle,
even during difficult circumstances. The two big stand outs of his season were the improvement
in his bowling and his emergence as the end of innings boundary-hitter for the team.

6. Joshua-Kane Lourens - Josh was the star all-rounder of the team. He topped the bowling stats and
was also amongst the higher run scorers. His fierce determination and speed sent shudders
through both the opposition.

7. Jed Hawkins - Jed had a solid season with both bat, finishing at the top half the team averages.
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The highlight was undoubtedly his 17 (not out) against St Ives Perry where he almost snatched an
unlikely victory for his team

8. Noah Stanwell - This was Noah’s first ever cricket season and he approached it with great
enthusiasm and energy. He was always smiling and willing to give new things a go. By the end of
the season had improved in all areas of the game and elevated himself to first choice
wicketkeeper!

9. Luke Thompson - Nobody has more determination and drive than Luke, the constant dirt on his
kit and sweater brow testament to this. This, energy coupled with his all round team contribution
was sorely missed when he moved overseas. Come back soon Luke, we need you!

10. Angus Till - Angus improved his batting significantly this season, both in terms of technique and
runs on the board. The highlight being his 28 runs scored against a strong Lindfield side. Towards
the latter part of the season Angus also found good rhythm with bowling, which improved his
economy rate and bagged a few wickets.

Justin Engelbrecht – Manager

Tarun Arora - Coach

Simon Johnson - Assistant Coach

U11 Perry
This has been a great season for the boys in Perry. The experienced players welcomed a number of
boys playing their first season. They all got stuck into practices with good humour and energy. We
won most of our games, many in the last couple of overs. When we lost, we handled it well. The
parents have been a great help all season – managing, coaching, umpiring, scoring and making sure
we all went home fed on bacon, sausage and egg rolls. The commentary from the BBQ was never less
than cheeky and forthright.

James Barclay – James brought a great deal of energy and potential to his first season. His first
boundary was memorable and his batting developed as the season grew. His bowling, when on track,
was good. He took some great catches at crucial moments. (33 runs, 3 wickets for the season)

Mitchell Fisher – Mitch was a vital part of the team. His competitive spirit kept us awake in the field
and his ability to score runs quickly helped secure victory a number of times. His bowling, at its best,
was incisive. (61 runs, 3 wickets for the season)

Ethan Habben – Ethan has developed as a genuine all-rounder this season. His increasingly straight
bat at the crease made him tougher to get out, and his bowling, notable for the varied run-ups(!)
proved handy in many matches. His eagerness and good humour at practice and during games was
much appreciated by all. (28 runs, 6 wickets for the season)

Zac Larratt – Zac’s performances with the bat and ball were often the foundation for our victories this
season. He was retired on 30 twice and managed to either take wickets or restrict scoring when we
really needed it. He worked well with boys playing their first season and kept everyone on their toes
in the field when he kept wickets. He has rightly won both the batting and bowling award for this
season. (162 runs, 9 wickets for the season)

Angus Macbeth- Angus has great potential with both bat and ball. He secured some vital wickets
when the opposition was getting the upper hand and he managed some big hits with the bat in
partnership with others. He was dedicated to the team and always there to encourage others. (38
runs, 6 wickets for the season)

James McGee - James was one of our most dedicated players this season. He brought a quiet intensity
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to his fielding and bowling and he secured some vital wickets early in the season. His batting was
strong and his running between wickets was daring! (53 runs, 8 wickets for the season)

Jasper Melville – Jasper has been one of our standout players. His ability to swing the ball at pace
made him one of our strike bowlers and his ability to clean-hit balls off the leg-side led to many runs.
Jasper’s natural energy in the field and strong throwing arm contributed to a couple of run-outs. He is
a worthy winner of the Manager’s Award this season. (132 runs, 8 wickets for the season)

Rian Mistry – Rian, as one of our wicketkeepers, played a crucial role this season. Bowling that was
alternately wayward and strong tested his athletic skills behind the stumps. As a bowler he swung the
ball significantly and he was part of a number of timely partnerships with the bat. Rian is a worthy
winner of the President’s Award this season. (119 runs, 4 wickets for the season)

Alec Oldham – Alec’s first season has been notable for his energy in the field, his encouragement of
the team and his desire to improve. He has developed as a handy bowler and is hard to hit when he is
on line. Alec’s batting strengthened through the season and he struck some strong shots in later
games. (13 runs, 3 wickets for the season)

Hamish Rankin – Hamish was one of our great competitors, exhibiting a zeal in the field and intensity
at the crease. He was part of some crucial partnerships whilst batting and his bowling restricted many
opposition batsmen. (44 runs, 3 wickets for the season)

Andrew Poulton - Andrew joined us late in the season and announced his arrival with a couple of
quick wickets and a run-out that won us the game! Andrew showed energy in the field and
determination at the crease when we needed batsmen to dig in. (14 runs, 3 wickets for the season)

Fiona Habben - Manager

Richard Melville – Coach

U12 Starc
Under 12 Division 1 was a keenly contested competition. It was apparent early that the standard of
cricket would lead to a very tight competition, in particular for the top 4. Under 12 Starc will look back
at the season as an opportunity to finish top 4 that just got away. The boys recovered strongly from
this disappointment to finish the season on a fantastic high, claiming the Cup Grand Final against Lane
Cove. The boys played the season in a wonderful spirit, exhibiting exemplary sportsmanship, and
looking at all times like they were playing for each other and having fun.

Team for 2016/17:

Joel Austin – Continued his development as a real all rounder with bat, ball and a great fielder and
developing leadership skills.

Jack Cummins – Jack has really embraced his leg spinning this season. At times was unplayable. Good
lower order hitting

Ryan Frykberg – Dynamic in the field. Kept it nice and tight with his bowling and contributed
aggressive handy runs in the middle order.

Lance Haffenden – Great all round game with bat, ball and keeping. Always enthusiastic in the field
and bowled some fast menacing spells.

Ryan Hill – One of the big improvers in the team. Ryan’s commitment to the team and getting the best
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results for the team was pleasing to watch.

Alex Holland – Leading wicket taker for the season. Bowled some great spells of accurate swing
bowling. Vocal and encouraging in the field.

Dylan Johnson – Leading run scorer for the season. Classy in all he does with batting, bowling,
keeping and fielding

Hayden Kee – Great season with the bat. Exceptionally dependent and consistent, particularly with
his batting. A great calmness in the field.

Hugh McDonald – A big improver this season, particularly with his batting. A great team player who
always put the team first above personal stats.

Charlie Schell – Always tried his best for the team. Executed really well when tactics called for quick
runs or extra overs.

Will Slocombe – Solid opening batsmen, and really improved his off spin bowling during the course of
the season. Showed excellent leadership skills.

Adam Watson – The quiet achiever of the team. Fine attacking batsmen, consistent wicketkeeper and
a vastly improved bowler.

Brad Holland – Coach

Trent Austin – Manager

U12 Smith
We began the season with a group of boys who had not played together as a team and bonded well
to end with a strong group. Many of the boys were new to Div 1 cricket and on that count, we had a
fantastic season to finish in the top half of the table. In fact, overall the boys possibly never quite
fulfilled their true potential which could easily have been a top 5 finish. We had a few close games
and certainly enjoyed a good season of excitement on Saturday afternoons and unfortunately lost our
good run and the momentum of success to the weather in February with 4 games abandoned.

Our strength was certainly in the bowling department where we regularly bowled teams out. A few
loose games in the first half cost us but take out those couple of games and we had a solid reliable
attack. Playing the top team at the beginning and end of the season showed the difference and
improvement in our bowling game. This was backed up by the stats where we were the 3rd top team
in the league in wickets, 7 players getting 3 wickets in a game and 5 players over 10 wickets (in a
shortened season with 4 games lost to weather.) The highlight was Ronan’s 5’er against Mosman and
together with Ryan and Kiwi topped the bowling.

Our batting was probably too inconsistent to win key games although we still ended up ‘par’ on runs
to finish 7th in runs scored. We seemed to struggle with getting good starts but at the same time
showed good spirit in fighting back from low scores. The best of these recoveries was from 34/7 to
get to 177 and win the game. 1 player got over 200 runs and the highlight was Kieran’s 53no against
North Sydney and together with Kiwi and Rafe topped the batting.

We showed some exceptional fielding skills through the season with some spectacular catches, a
number of great runouts and some good fielding execution. We rotated 3 keepers and all did a great
job. It was rewarding to see growth in players over the season and with a little more consistency, we
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have a fantastic group to build on in the 2017/8 season.

The parents made managing this team a pleasure. Our regular roster meant we had 4 scorers (Rys,
Larry, Ashok and Nanda), 4 umpires (David, Warren, Glenn and Brendon) and Max did BBQ each week
which ensured boys never went hungry! Everyone chipped in and brought food, ice cream on hot
days.

Lastly, thanks to Gavin for his coaching efforts during the season. It was really easy to manage the
team with everyone knowing their role and great thought going into the games. We also tried a few
different training aids during the season – the swing and portable net both worked well.

Chris Poulton - Manager

Gavin Parry - Coach

U12 Warner
We were lucky enough to retain almost the entire team who won the inaugural U11 Participation

competition last year and spirits were high at the start of the season.

Being familiar with many of the parents, it was an unusually easy process to lock in coaches, scorers

and potential umpires for the season, I big thank-you to all who got involved. We opted for a late

training session Monday evenings at Hassall Park, and we rotated prime coaching roles across several

of the dads. A big thank you however to Dave Kneeshaw for doing far more than your fair share.

Some training sessions were confusing with 4 dads named Dave but the parent involvement really

boosted team spirit.

This year our players had to cope with 2 major changes, namely the “Out and you’re Out” format as

opposed to the participation format and secondly the fast pace of 20 overs as opposed to the 30 we

played last year. We had to work on technique and discipline to try to make sure we batted out the

innings following the wake-up call of a pair of golden ducks in two of the first few matches. It was

rewarding to see that as the season progressed we were only all-out twice.

The season actually kicked off well with a superb performance in our first game against Mosman

Clarke with Aaron Jackson getting 3 wickets in 4 balls. Just a few weeks later though, a much

improved Clarke side beat us.

The season started with 11 players in the side but we sadly had one player drop out mid-season

which left us short on several occasions when others were away or ill. I would like to thank many of

our opposition teams for their spirit of sportsmanship for loaning us a player or 2 to field for us.

We had a few challenges to overcome in the season and I would like to specifically mention a few

players who went above and beyond. Firstly, Jack Boase who was struggling with bowling less than 4

no-balls per over put so much work in and was vastly improved toward the end of the season, he

even ended up out-bowling his dad – well done Jack.

Secondly to Jack Kneeshaw who was our big hitter of the season averaging 38 and 266 runs, I think

the top in the competition. Jack you saved the day on several occasions off the bat and your general

enthusiasm, leadership and camaraderie was appreciated by all.
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Thirdly Jensen Kopelke who I knew from soccer joined the team early in the year. With no previous
cricket experience, whilst Jensen had great enthusiasm his first few matches saw him severely
penalized for chucking. Jense put a huge amount of work in both at training and on his own with his
Dad and ended up the season as a solid medium pace bowler.

Lastly, the manager’s award goes to Sam Carlin who as probably the smallest member of the team

started the year with poor batting and bowling results. Sam put so much work into all aspects of his

performance and the results steadily improved with a top score of the bat in one match and a few

really good bowling results. Sam’s attitude in general improved and his shouts of encouragement to

his team every match were wonderful to hear. Sam you epitomised the spirit of the game and it’s

been wonderful to have you in the team.

Whilst we didn’t come from behind to win the competition like we did last season, the team worked

so well together and I think everyone made their mark on the season and made strong personal

achievements. Jamie started the season as our "closer" we could rely on to bowl tightly or to chase

down every potential run on offer. Callum hit an awesome four, I heard one of the opponent players

comment that it was the best shot of the season. Anqi hardly got out at all season and contributed a

steady number of runs. Jayden was unbelievably fast and accurate with the ball all season. Aaron your

bowling got us out of trouble so often, I was glad you were on our side. Last but not least, Josh who

was a standout in the field again this season taking a few mind-blowing catches.

We ended the season a solid 4th out of 6 teams - we didn't win any matches against the first 3 teams

but only lost one match against the bottom 2. We were hoping for a fairytale “come from behind”

upset like the previous year but the wet weather and heat-wave put an end to that dream. A bit of a

fizzle-out for the season but it’s been an absolute pleasure and privilege managing this wonderful

group of boys.

Dave Cole - Manager

Dave Kneeshaw

U12 Pattinson
The boys did not start the year off too well with 3 losses (to 3 of the top 4 teams), which was not
ideal, but there were many good signs to come from these games. The boys knew if they could
execute their skills just a little bit better the wins would start coming. Going into Round 4 their skills
all came together, culminating in 6 wins in their next 7 games and finishing before Christmas with a
washed-out game. Confidence was sky-high for the boys, with everyone having a chance to shine
throughout these games.

Unfortunately after Christmas it wasn't so easy, with weather not helping; it seemed that we were
missing every second game because of either the weather or having a bye. The boys finished in 7th
with 6 wins, 6 losses and 3 draws, and should be really proud of their efforts this season. We were
able to defeat 2 of the teams above us, which was a tremendous effort.

The most pleasing part of the season was the improvement in all the boys' skills, in all aspects of their
games, and learning new skills with some of the boys taking to wicket-keeping for the first time.

I would like to thank all the parents for helping out at training and on the game days in my absence,
and a big thanks to Amy Marsden for managing the team. Without all the parents, my job would have
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been extremely hard. I could not have wished for a better bunch to coach in my first year of coaching.

Ben Gorham - Coach

Amy Marsden - Manager

U12 Marsh
The U12 Marsh T20 side was formed when the boys couldn’t play in the U11 morning competition

due to school commitments, and even though they were “playing up a year” the boys played well and

were able to make the Division 2 grand final! The original team consisted of Jack Bray, Juan De Lange,

Andrew Forster, Jeremy Goldman, Neil Rana, Mark Rouse, Matt Sentonaris, Wil Stuckings, Jack

Woodall and Noah Workman. Jake Harkin joined mid-season and was welcomed into the team by all.

The boys brought a broad range of cricket experiences and skills to the first training session way back

in mid –September – but they shared one thing in common – a love of cricket. The most pleasing

aspect of the season was the improvement in everyone’s batting, bowling and fielding as the season

progressed. By the end of the season every boy had taken a wicket, scored some runs and most

pleasing of all, everyone had taken a catch and/or effected a runout – many with direct hits from the

outfield! A few highlights include Juan’s two mid-wicket catches in two balls, Andrew’s amazing catch

at point, Jake’s ripper at mid-off and numerous direct hit run-outs.

The boys were always enthusiastic and supportive of each other, freely offering constructive advice

and encouragement. They played competitively, celebrating success and appealing with passion, but

importantly they also played with fairness and a friendly spirit. And the best part of all was that in

their own way, all 11 players contributed to the team during the season. After the Christmas break

there wasn’t a lot of cricket due to a combination of heat and rain (and even less for Jez who had to

sit out with broken toe) but the boys managed to make it into the Grand Final (result unknown at

time of writing!)

The season was a success for many reasons – a key one being the team spirit fostered by the high

level of interest and involvement of all the parents. There were always parents around to help out at

the games, especially manning the team BBQ each week! Special thanks to our registered umpires

Pete Bray and David Workman for their valuable contribution (!) and Greg Rouse for being the

‘marquee’ man.

Our Friday training sessions were quite social events, with a lot of the hard work being left to our

young gun coach Angus Dingley – the boys benefited greatly from his technical advice, motivation and

encouragement. The “soft hands” egg catching session was a highlight.

The boys all had a brilliant season and should be very proud of themselves.

Angus Dingley - Coach

Michael Stuckings - Manager

U12 Lyon
U12 Lyon had a great season. Eleven players from all different places made it quite a challenge for the
boys to join as a team initially, but as time went on the boys started to get to know each other better
and loved playing with one another.

The team at the start was made up of a group of boys with different playing abilities. The coach had
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no relation to any of the players so initially it was all about everyone getting to know each other so
that it would become more fun to play with one another.

The players had a lot of fun and particularly enjoyed the practices. Everyone played to the best of
their ability and most importantly all players were given equal opportunities to bat and bowl during
the season. This allowed some of our weaker players to rise to the occasion and show us what they
could really do if given a chance. It was great to watch.

The team really benefited through the active support of all parents both on and off the field. In
particular many thanks to Chris for managing the team and attending every practice along with a core
group of dad’s who volunteered to act as regular umpires and scorers. Special thanks must go to all
the families for getting your boys to the practices and matches on time!

In short it has been a pleasure to be associated with this team and everyone should be proud of their
achievements and progress through the season. Good luck for next year.

Chris Parsonage - Manager

Josh Turner - Coach

U13 Starc
The U13 32 over competition this year saw team Starc back up after a successful season prior having

won both the minor
premiership as well as the
championship, so the weight of
expectation was on the boy's
shoulders.

Unfortunately we started the
season with a loss to West
Pymble that brought the boys
back to earth. But, happily this
was to be the only loss for the
season and the boys went on to
again win the minor
premiership and then back that
up with a very convincing win
over Lane Cove in the grand
final.

The boys are to be congratulated on not just winning, but the dedication they displayed throughout
the season. We always had the majority at training and the boys always came to game day ready to
play.

Most pleasing were the comments I would receive from opposing coaches, managers and parents. All
would say that St Ives Starc was the benchmark team and they enjoyed playing us as they knew it
would be a tough game but also one played in great spirit. The sportsmanship from our boys was
unquestionable, even in the grand final where a 50/50 catch which the umpire wasn't sure of was
called by our boys as a non-catch - and they were always very humble winners.

Coaching the boys was very enjoyable - they worked hard on fielding and this was a key difference
between Starc and those we played against. Every boy contributed to winning matches and the depth
we displayed meant that we could lose a few early wickets and we had a long list of batters ready to
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step in, and we always had a bowler who was able to break through.

Thanks to all the boys for a great season and all the supporters ranging from parents, to grandparents
to brothers and sisters to aunties and uncles who would turn up each week and support our team
through to a very successful final game.

Tony Bill - Coach

Guy Hedley - Manager

U13 Clarke
Our team this year was predominantly the team from U/12 Clarke and U/12 Lyon from last year with some
players who had played before. The team gelled extremely well from the first game. It was great season for
the team in a very tough competition. We finished 7th however the teams from 5th to 8th were closely
matched throughout the season. It was unlucky we didn’t get a chance to play the semi final to have a
chance to qualify for the cup final. The top four teams in the competition were clearly stronger than the
balance of the competition

The most pleasing outcome of the season was the improvement made by all the players, especially those
players playing their first season (Will Hopkins and Alexander Benson) and the sportsmanship in which they
played every game. After Christmas we only played two games which was disappointing.

By the end of the season the fielding had improved the most out of all as well as our catching. Both Alex
Guilday and Pat McDonnell performed well as wicket keepers throughout the year with some support from
Will Hopkins and Alexander Benson.

Connor Bell was our standout wicket taker throughout the season with great support from James Parasyn,
Max Guilday, Jordan Iyengar and Matty Pearson. Alexander Benson started to develop as a good spin
bowling option towards the latter end of the season.

Our batting was not the strong suit throughout the season with a lack of strong partnerships at critical
times. Anthony Bartlett and Kaiden Phillips lead the way with a great season with bat and were supported
well by Alex Guilday, Josh Gooderick and Pat McDonnell Occasionally, Deshan Malalage filled in for the
team contributing with his first half century and some valuable 40s.

I would like to thank our team manager Mark Bell for his support throughout the season. The parents were
great all season assisting with the umpiring (Ro Iyengar, Bryan Pearson, Paul McDonnell) and scoring (Adam
Benson, Tina Phillips, Simon Gooderick, Mark Bell, Andrew Parasyn). The weekly team BBQs was a feature
of great team environment we generated throughout the season with everyone trying to up the standard
of the BBQ week in week out. Every week we had a large support group come along to cheer the team on.

Especial thanks goes to Lachlan Bartlett who filled in twice and also fielded on occasions to help the team
out. Lachlan took one wicket and also contributed with a partnership of 38 for the 10th wicket with Deshan
Malalage.

It was a pleasure to coach such a good group of boys throughout the season. I hope the boys enjoyed the
season and they are keen to play again next year.

Mark Bell – Manager

Steve Bartlett - Coach
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U13 Warner
It has been a great season for the U13 Warner boys. From the very first training session, the boys
have played with great sportsmanship and team spirit. They have all improved as players during the
season with everyone finding form at some stage with the bat or ball as the games progressed. Each
can point to at least one game where they made the runs, bowled a great spell, took the crucial catch
or threw down for a run out. Everyone has contributed to the team’s results and can proud of their
season.

Each week batting and bowling order was rotated around to ensure everyone got a good time at the
wicket or chance to lead the charge. The boys supported each other in the high and lows and even
the tensions caused by a few crazy run outs! Winning 8 out 13 games they finished fourth on the
ladder in regular season.

Congratulations to the boys and thanks to the great group of parents that got them to training, games
and cheered them on throughout the season.

Murray Hawkins - Coach

Eben Grayling - Manager

U14 Haddin
I again enjoyed coaching the team this season because they are a great bunch of boys who train and
play the game with good camaraderie and spirit. I think they gel together really well and have a lot of
fun, despite the challenges cricket serves up for both the individual and for the team. It was a shame
that we ended up with a spate of injuries which weakened the bowling, wicketkeeping and fielding at
the pointy end of the season. Congratulations to St Ives Warner for being the victorious grand final
team in addition to being minor premiers - we look forward to a rematch next season!

It was terrific to have new faces in the team this season, being Angus "Fergo", Harry, Tim and the
welcome return of Hamish after a couple of years playing up an age group. Each of these boys
contributed strongly to the playing capability Team Haddin and certainly to the positive team spirit.

Next season is U15 age group and the last season before grade cricket so I would like to strongly
encourage all of the boys and families to return for another season at this great junior sports club and
aim for Premiership and Grand Final success 12 months from now!

We had a bit of a slow start to the season with the boys (and coach) being a little rusty after winter
sports and holidays but from round 4 onwards they continually improved defeating each of the other
teams in the competition along the way. The great thing about Team Haddin is that each of the boys
are capable of bowling, batting and fielding well and this depth means that they can find a way of
winning any game if they put their minds to it.

Aaron has delivered consistently sublime line and length since his return from injury and is an
exemplar of economical opening bowling who sets the tone for the rest of the team. There is nobody
more reliable in the field whether in close or on the boundary and possibly nobody less lucky with the
bat!

Angus Fergo has injected great character into the team and impressed with some spectacular catches
at square leg. Always eager to bowl and bat, Fergo has impressed with his solidity as a reliable
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batsman against the best bowlers the opposition has.

Angus L was impressive bowling, regularly taking the wickets of the opposition's best batsmen and a
few memorable catches in slips. Angus developed into a reliable batsmen, delivering middle order
run-rate with big hitting - often over the boundary.

Chris is a stylish player and always looked threatening with the bat and made a strong contribution to
the run scoring in a number of games. His run rate was always high which is invaluable in the 32 over
format. 5 catches taken was amongst the highest for the team.

Dylan led the wicket-taking with Harry with a haul of 12 for the season. His tricky off-cutters regularly
troubled the batsmen and the variety from the medium/pace bowlers resulted in this leading wicket
haul. He became a lock in point or gully.

Ed is a genuinely damaging all round cricketer and regularly demonstrated an ability to change a game
with hard-hitting and sharp fielding which both improved as the season progressed. But for a dubious
dismissal in the last 2-day game, he would have won the boys the match. Ed's express pace bowling
was always troubling to the opposition but was not rewarded with the number of wickets he
deserved. I know who I least want to face in the nets!

Ethan had a regrettably short season due to injury but up until then he was a dominant figure in the
field owning fine leg and mid wicket achieving many runouts. As a bowler, Ethan remodelled himself
into a dangerous medium pacer with a very troubling line and length securing a wicket each game.

Hamish was expected to be a key part of a strong bowling line up and athletic fieldsman. But it was
his consistently dominant batting which made the greatest contribution to the team. Hamish was
regularly the highest scorer for Team Haddin and set the example with low-risk, hard hitting shots
which regularly crossed the boundary for 4 runs - 48 times!!!

Harry led the wicket-taking with Dylan with a haul of 12 for the season. Similar to Aaron, Harry
developed into a super-consistent exponent of great line and length bowling taking wickets and
conceding few runs. His grand final performance was no exception. He is a safe fielder in any position
and is always a positive voice and good team-man. Solid with the bat, Harry values his wicket.

Jono was, as always, the beating heart of the team on the field, providing the "voice" to positively
encourage his teammates and spark them into action. Jono's leg spin bowling has been a revelation
and his ability to teach himself this art is admirable. Along with Fergo, he was a reliable "rock" as
opening batsman upon which the team could build an innings. Being the complete all-round cricketer,
Jono has also excelled as a wicket-taking fielder and wicket keeper.

Josh is our best wicket keeper, outstanding fielder and batsmen. Unfortunately for the team his
wicket-keeping prowess saw him playing most of the season for the President Cup team and then we
lost him to concussion for the finals. He will make a big difference if available next season.

Max made an immediate impression after his long injury lay off, quickly reminding us of what a great
runner he is both with bat in hand and in the field. He stood up to a big challenge in the grand final
agreeing to open the batting and finished the game unbeaten including a second innings with a nice 4
to fine leg.
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Tim has a been an outstanding addition to the team filling the gap as #1 wicketkeeper, very solid
batsmen and a troubling "Max Walker" style bowler. He is a great example of the all round cricketer
which makes this team a success. Tim typifies what good sportsmanship is about.

Thanks to all of you who have helped support the team this season, particularly Matt - as always - for
ensuring that all of us are organised and for his enormous contribution to the club; Jacinda for being
the Queen of the Scorebook; Pete for being King of the Queens shelter; and Brendan for being the
Director of Assistant Coaching & Team Psychology.

Finally thanks to a great parent group.

Trent Loebel - Coach

Matt Cole - Manager

U14 Warner
The summer of 2016/17 was another excellent season of cricket for this great group of boys. This year

they had the pressure of trying to defend the title they won last season with the team only missing

one player from last season.

The boys continued to train hard, they

focused on the basics at training and most

importantly, they enjoy their cricket. As a

result, they have the opportunity of

defending their title against St Ives Haddin

(result unknown at time of writing!).

Whatever the outcome, the season has

been a success due to the continued

improvements the boys have made

individually and the work they have put in.

The boys continue to play the game in the

right spirit and this was exemplified by

Harry (our wicket keeper) when on a wettish

day, he could have easily run out an opposing player who had slipped over due to the conditions, yet

held the ball next to the stumps and gave him the opportunity to make it home. Great sportsmanship

Harry.

We are a strong team without having to rely on a couple of players and this is highlighted by the

statistics. We had five players score over 200 runs and be in the top 20 for the competition. On the

bowling front we six bowlers take 10 or more wickets for the season and feature in the top 20. As a

team we scored the most runs in the competition while also taking the most wickets which saw us be

minor premiers – a great effort and well deserved reward for the team.

Throughout the season, each individual has contributed at an important stage in a game and it is

pleasing to see the boys play for each other and to celebrate their team mate’s success – this is what

team sports are all about!
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Our bowling and fielding was once again very strong. We are lucky in that we have three excellent

keepers who when called upon help set the standard in the field. As a team, we caught the majority

of catches that come our way and our ground fielding continues to improve.

Every boy in our team contributes with the ball. While we sometimes get carried away with trying to

bowl too fast, for the most part we are accurate and put the ball in the right areas. All our players

took wickets which highlights our strength with the ball.

Our batting has been very consistent apart from one or two games. Due to the fact that we have

good batting depth, the boys at times can be complacent thinking that if they get out then someone

else will get the runs. While this has happened most weeks they boys still need to learn to value their

wickets. In saying that, there have been numerous excellent innings throughout the season and two

players scored 50’s.

Our two captains (Stevie and Yianni) have shown great leadership, they have become more confident

in their field settings and have done a great job encouraging and supporting the team.

Stevie, Yianni, Shaun, Ben, Greg, Harry, Dan, Aidan, Dean, Olly, Adrian, Jaiden, Ayush and Ari – well

done on a great season and be proud of what you have achieved individually and collectively

throughout the 2016/17 season.

A big thank you to our wonderful parents for all their help and support throughout the season.

To Jules – our superstar manager who gets things organised without a fuss – THANK YOU!

We have enjoyed coaching this great group of boys and a big congratulations on being minor premiers

in the u14 Div 1 competition.

We look forward to seeing you all again for the 2017/18 season.

Richard High & Con Koulouris - Coach

Juliette Lorking - Manager

U14 Hazlewood
U14 Hazlewood had a mixed, but enjoyable season. I thought we were unlucky not to win a few more

games - but having said that, the boys enjoyed themselves and always tried their best. We came

together as a new team with a

mixture of boys from different

teams and even different clubs -

we even had a few that were

basically just starting out in

cricket. I’m proud of the way they

stuck at it throughout the year -

with all the boys, I think,

improving and even some gaining

personal best stats. I’d also like to

thank the parents of our team -

this year has easily been the best
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I have been part of in terms of parent help and participation. Thankyou to everyone involved.

Will Pearce - Coach

Kirsty Pearce - Manager

U14 Ponting
Our season started well with most of the boys from last year returning to the team with the addition
of Jay Tunnicliffe, Daniel Ghoughassion and Harrison Lucas joining the team. Additionally, Will Irish

and Janaka Malalage filled in when we
were short of players.

There were many personal and team
milestones this season and the following
are worth celebrating

Highest score by a St Ives team, ever was
achieved vs St Pius when we scored 489
for 9 in 57.5 overs.

The boys won the U13/14 minor
premiers and championship for the
2016/17 season.

Harrison Lucas and Deshan Malalage
scored their maiden centuries and Ben

Worthington and Charlie Scholefield scored their maiden fifties this season.

Harrison Lucas, Ben Worthington, Deshan Malalage, Charlie Scolefield, Daniel Ghoughassian, Kyle
Scholtz, Jay Tunnicliffe and Chris Hemsley and Will Irish scored over 100 runs for the season with
Harrison topping the batting for both the team and for the club with 618 runs at 88.2 including two
centuries. Ben Worthington achieved 1000 career runs for the club.

Keiran Hutton, Evan Davies, Toby McGarity, Ben Worthington, Deshan Malalage and Harrison Lucas
got over 10 wickets and Keiran and Evan topped the bowling with 16 wickets each. Deshan Malalage
achieved 50 career wickets for the club.

Ben Worthington was our outstanding fielder with 17 catches and Kyle was our reliable wicketkeeper
with 3 stumpings and 10 catches behind the stumps.

It is worth mentioning that every player gave their 100% in the field and achieved a personal best in
either batting or bowling during the season.

The boys played together as a unit, continuing their progress from last season and were captained by
Ben Worthington throughout the season. They played their cricket in the right spirit and enjoyment of
the game was evident both at the games and at the Friday night centre wicket practices. They
supported each other when the occasional catch was dropped or a run out was missed but celebrated
as one when their mates got a wicket or caught a blinder and ultimately when they won the
championship finals vs Mossman McCabe. The feedback from opposition coaches was a testament to
the boy’s maturity and the spirit in which they played all season.

The boys were supported every week by our dedicated group of parents who turned up for every
game and shared the scoring responsibilities on a weekly basis. It was great to see the amount of
preparation and thoroughness of the whole group in recording the many achievements of the boys in
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the scorebook.

Our panel of official umpires increased with David Hemmsley joining Hein Scholtz, Rob McGarity and
myself. I want to thank Hein for his neutral and objective umpiring thoughout the season, again
teaching the boys to respect the umpires decision and the importance of gamesmanship in and out of
the field.

I wanted to say a special thank you to Rob, who worked tirelessly to coordinate the boys and the
parents so we are fully prepared for the games and turn up at the right ground every sunday. Rob was
a tremendous support to me as the coach to get the best out of the boys and to try new things with
the way we play.

Finally, I want to say a very special thank you to this bunch of young men who continue to improve
their skills and enjoy the game they love while playing as a team and looking out for each other. I am
so proud of them for the way they play their cricket and for their many achievements this season.

Mahesh Malalage - Coach

Rob McGarity - Manager

U14 Smith
When the season began last year, we were a group of players who had not met each other, simply
sharing a common passion for cricket. We had lost three players before the first game was played, and
with other teams short of players it was not the ideal start to the season. With no prior knowledge of
the players, the batting order was decided by drawing numbers from a bag, and the bowling order
was simply the reverse.

We were then joined by Anthony Bartlett from the Saturday U13 competition, and we won our first
game. Everyone went home happy from that game, but we were not certain it would continue.

With targeted and specific skills training our coach, Richard Inman, helped the boys develop both
their ability and maturity in playing the game. You could watch their confidence grow despite a couple
of setbacks. Once Ben Peden was appointed the Captain of the team ongoing, the boys developed a
rhythm and started consistently winning matches.

Jack Lenehan and Saxon Inglis joined us later in the competition and the team had a regular order of
players which showed in their ongoing performance.

The team’s greatest strength was their bowling and fielding, which often ensured a smaller number of
runs to chase down.

When it came to putting runs on the board, Blake Forbes was normally the player leading the charge,
ably helped by Elliot Inman, Anthony Bartlett, Ben Peden, Troy Sorby, Jack Lenehan, Daniel Hoare and
Saxon Inglis.

The boys played with a lot of heart, skill and maturity to get themselves into the semi-finals. A
brilliant result given the start to the season. All in all, the boys enjoyed their cricket and played with a
level of maturity beyond their age. As parents, we were all very proud to watch them out on the field.

Ben Peden – as team Captain, Ben usually played leading by example. He was one of the team strike
bowlers and always put in a solid performance with the bat. He was able to keep the boys focused on
the game and always had the right words of encouragement when required.
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Elliot Inman – Elliot had the dual role as an opening batsman and a strike bowler. He has a brilliant
line and length and pace that usually had his opponents left wondering where the ball went.

Troy Sorby – whether it was pace or spin, Troy consistently took wickets and kept the run rate down.
However, Troy’s best ability was in the field. Once he was assigned mid-on as his fielding position, he
truly owned that role taking one spectacular catch after another. The parents just had to call him, Mr
Mid-On.

Anthony Bartlett – Anthony opened the batting with Elliot and was also an excellent seam bowler.
Anthony was most noted for his on field positive banter. He became our team “barometer.” If Anthony
was chanting one of his mantras, then the team was doing well. Anthony also took some blinding
catches worthy of any Classic Catch you see on TV.

Blake Forbes – our leading batsman and wicket-keeper. Blake could always be relied on to score a
fistful of runs as well as providing a solid performance as wicket keeper. If you ask Blake what the
highlight of year was, I’m sure he would not hesitate to tell you of his 101 not out against St Pius in
February

Ryan Belzeki – Ryan was one our most able performers in the field. Quick to the ball, with a good
throwing arm, Ryan was able to take wickets as well. His bowling improved throughout the year. Ryan
was also our back-up wicket keeper and he showed excellent skill and confidence in this role too.

Daniel Hoare – Daniel is an excellent all-round player. He consistently took wickets and had a brilliant
pair of hands when it came to a catch. Daniel was also a handy player with the bat and knew how to
keep the run rate ticking along.

Jayden Treisman – Jayden was one of our players who improved so much during the season. He
demonstrated a lot of determination in field, when bowling and knew how to hold his crease when at
bat. Jayden’s highlight for the year would have to be his maiden hat-trick against Mosman Border – a
fantastic moment to watch!

Yehuda Kreb – Yehuda joined the team later in the season and quickly established himself as an
enthusiastic player with a great pair of hands when it came to an outfield catch. Yehuda was easily
one of our most improved players during the season.

Jack Lenehan – Jack joined the team in November and showed from the first game that he is an
excellent all-rounder. Jack also provided us with one of the proudest moments when he walked while
at the crease after snicking an edge to the keeper. Despite the lack of an appeal from the bowler, Jack
gave us a mature moment worthy of Adam Gilchrist.

Saxon Inglis – Saxon also joined our team in November and exploded onto the field as a brilliant
bowler. He picked up his maiden hat-trick against St Ives Starc, then two weeks later picked up 6
wickets for only 11 runs against Gordon Green.

Alaric Tornow – Alaric was also a big improver during the year. He took 6 wickets during the season
with his deceptively slow bowling and picked up his first catch in the outfield against Gordon Green. It
was great to see him enjoying his cricket and being with his team mates.

Micki Goodman – Micki was our other all-rounder and played with great courage every time he was
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on the field. Micki always surprised the opposition with how boldly he played as he was one of the
smaller members of the team. Unfortunately, his time with the team was cut short when his family
moved to Melbourne in the New year.

It has been a great privilege to watch this team develop and succeed. They deserved a better result,
and it could be said the weather conspired against them.

Chris Tornow - Manager
Richard Inman - Coach

U14 Starc - not submitted
Gavin Recchia - Manager

U15 North

The boys enjoyed a marvellous 2016/17 season winning 11 of their 13 season games. They also had
the distinction of being Minor Premiers which was a great achievement considering the talent in the
U15 Sunday AM competition this year. Throughout the entire season all the boys showed an
enormous level of commitment to the team and the team’s camaraderie was evident each week.
There was a great spirit of friendship among the boys and the support from parents made coaching
the team a dream.

I found this year as coach, my role became more of a facilitator rather than an educator. This allowed
the boys to improve their own game and leverage their own strengths to take their game to a new
level. I have no doubt this will put them in good stead as they transition from junior to senior cricket.

Throughout the season we rotated the batting order giving every boy the opportunity to shine and
they did not disappoint; with many of the team breaking personal bests. Whether it was getting their
highest score or their fastest 50 or getting their first 100 it was so rewarding to see the look on their
faces as they walked / strutted off the field.

We also rotated our bowling order giving every team member the opportunity to bowl with the new
ball. The knock-on effect was that at training everyone was trying to perfect their outswinger,
inswinger or slower ball with some interesting results. However, this meant that for most of the
games the wickets taken were spread throughout the team. It’s always nice as coach to have players
who believe they can change a game.

The most noticeable improvement has been the boys understanding and appreciation of the game
which will be a major asset for them going forward.

Finally, a very big thank you to all the parents who came and supported the boys and those who were
able to help with umpiring, scoring, leaf blowing, coffee runs, and pre-game warm ups. Also, a special
thanks to Nic and Rob for going above and beyond the normal manager duties.

Thanks for a great season!

Gavin Stuart -Coach

Nicolas Shortis, Rob Osborn - Manager
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U15 Perry
Our season was one of great enjoyment and learning, with some outstanding team and individual
performances thrown in. The team was led in exemplary fashion by Lord Ferry, who rallied his troops
with great aplomb. As with any team loaded with representative talent, we played many a game
without those players during the rep programme. I’m very grateful to the myriad younger lads that
helped us out through the season.

Our stand-out individual performance was undoubtedly Sarah Turner being selected for the
Australian U15 XI. Sarah has a very bright future ahead of her and will no doubt be a household name
before long. As a team we pulled a few rabbits out of the hat, which served to remind everyone that
each player has an important contribution to make.

We certainly saved our best for last. The Plate Final saw us take on Mosman, who were jam packed
with rep players and, who, on paper at least, should have had our measure. Lord Ferry had other
ideas and managed proceedings with such precision that we soon had Mosman all out for 59. A
patient 20-odd from Nick Hook held our innings together and we eventually prevailed quite
comfortably. It was a fitting reward for a group of players who never gave less than their best.

Congratulations to Duncan Dingley (bowling), Henry Pike (batting) and Daniel Hardyman (manager’s
award) on winning the individual gongs.

Gavin Dingley – Coach/Manager

U15 Warner
If you look purely at the competition ladder you might think this wasn’t a very good year for U15
Warner. In terms of the results we certainly lost more than we won, and we had some really
unfortunate injuries, however if you look at the results in terms of the development of the boys and
how they played, I think you would have to conclude it was a really good year.

Compared to previous years we didn’t have one person dominate the batting or the bowling, many of
the boys scored exciting 50s, which has never happened in previous years. Some of the individual
players are truly developing into stylish and effective batsmen, particularly Yonatan, Nathan, Kyle,
Liam and Owen at the top of the order. Josh showed he is a top order batsmen, more suited to the
longer forms of the game with some really strong and character Field innings particularly in the
two-day matches. Tom S, Oscar and Hugh all produced some really stylish batting and important
innings for us. The Brett brothers and Ethan together proved themselves to be powerful middle
order batsmen who could score quickly and effectively (now if I can only convince them not to hit in
the air all of the time :-) ). Even Matt towards the bottom of the order, was by the end of the season
starting to settle into his own batting style and proved to be effective late order batsmen of the old
school.

Bowling honours were also spread very evenly across the team. It was encouraging to see not just the
tear-away quick bowlers (Kyle, Yonatan, Tom N, Nathan, Liam) but also the spinners (Noah, Josh, Tom
S and Matt) all proving to be effective wicket takers. This season for the first time real signs of control
in terms of swing and spin starting to show up. It’s encouraging to think how much they have
developed and how well they will continue to develop over the next few years. These aren’t the kids
we started with a few years ago these are now young cricketers of serious merit.

It was also a joy to watch Owen keeping, it isn’t surprising he is a rep keeper he has some of the best
hands I’ve seen for a long time on a young and still developing player. And speaking of good hands it
would be impossible to not mention Tom “safety hands” Nuich, surely one of the fastest players I’ve
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ever seen in the field, with an amazing ability to make very difficult outfield catches look simple.

It has been a pleasure to be the manager and coach for the team, and to watch the players develop. I
would like to thank those parents who helped regularly with umpiring and scoring. It was great to
have that core group of parents who were there every week helping every time, hopefully next year a
wider group of the parents will be able to be more involved.

Craig Georgans - Coach/Manager
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

to be held at

Hassall Park Club House, St Ives

on

SUNDAY 2nd APRIL 2017 11.30AM

AGENDA

1. Introduction and Welcome

2. Apologies

3. Minutes of 2015/16 Annual General Meeting

4. President’s Report

5. Financial Report

6. Election of Office Bearers for 2016/17

7. General Business

8. Close
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2015/16 AGMMinutes

Held at Hassall Park Clubhouse, St Ives
On Sunday 3rd April 2016

Attendees:
David McKay
Tracy Poulton
Mahesh Malalage
Lara Turner
Matt Cole

Andrew Tilley
Louise Smith
Katherine Stevenson
Mark Hilton
Peter Winn - Auditor

Apologies:
Steven Bartlett
Steven Bird
Trent Austin
Adele Brennan
Chris Skeggs

President thanks and welcome

● Welcome Peter to the meeting and thanks for his audit
● Another successful year for the club

Confirmation of 21st March 2016 Minutes:

MC moved and LS seconded the 21st March 2016 minutes to be a true and correct record of the meeting

President’s Report:

● DMK reported successful Presentation Day. Thanks to committee. Welcome Peter and new U9
coordinator Andrew Tilley.

.

Treasurer’s Report:

● Small profit from 2016 season to be reinvested into the club.

Auditor’s Report:

● District fees have increased by 15%. Administration and equipment costs have increased due to
growth of member numbers – over 700. Financials are looking good

● GST to be introduced to the club this year – new challenge lies ahead.
● Matt C doing a great job. Keep up the good work.

2016/17 Committee:
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Committee Role 2016/17
President Mahesh Malalage
Vice President Mark Hilton
Treasurer Matt Cole
NSJCA Representative Lara Turner, Mahesh Malalage, Chris Skeggs (MM Sub)
I2C Vacant – need 3 co-ordinators
U8 Chris Avis, need 2 more co-ordinators

Lisa Sargent TBC
U9 Andrew Tilley, Shyam Sundar
U10 Steven Levin
U11 Vacant
U12 Trent Austin
U13 Steven Bartlett
U14/15 Matt Cole
U16/17 TBC – CS not sure there will be a U16/17 team next season
Equipment Adele Brennan
Newsletter Vacant
Facebook Adele Brennan
My Cricket Trent Austin
Uniforms Adele Brennan
Girls Steven Bird
Coaching Steven Bartlett
Operations Manager Katherine Stevenson
Project and Events Co-ordinator Tracy Poulton
Bank Signatories Matt Cole, Adele Brennan, David McKay, Mahesh Malalage

• Vacant positions will be advertised through the member database
TP/KS

Planning for Next Season:

● TP proposed planning workshop to be held Tues 3rd May. To be held at Hassell Park
● Confirm rugby use of the club house on 3rd May
● Email to be sent out to confirm workshop date
● Working Agenda to be sent out
● Operational planning (coaching/grading/equipment/clinics/registration/fees & refunds etc.)
● Initiatives & Fundraising - Healthy Sports Initiative/Fair go/Boots for All/Grants/Coffee etc.

TP/KS

General Business

● Donors fundraising effort to be recognised (perhaps plaque in Club House Room). Put on agenda
for Planning Workshop

● St George Bank Account Access - Add Adele and Mahesh as signatories

TP/KS

MC

Next Meeting:
● Planning Workshop – proposed date Tuesday 3rd May at Hassell Park – to be confirmed All

Meeting closed 11.30am
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COMMITTEE: 2016/17

Committee Role Name

President Mahesh Malalage

Vice President Mark Hilton

Treasurer Matt Cole

NSJCA Representative Mahesh Malalage

Club Operations Manager Katherine Stevenson

Sponsorship and Events Manager Tracy Poulton

Coaching Coordinator Steve Bartlett

Secretary and Public Officer Matt Cole

Equipment/Uniform Coordinator Adele Brennan

Girls Coordinator Steve Bird

In2Cricket Kirstie Ogilvy

T20Blast Chris Avis

U9 Coordinator Andrew Tilley, David Lane, Ashley Eksteen

U10 Coordinator Amy Marsden, Steven Levin

U11 Coordinator Mark Hilton

U12 Coordinator Trent Austin

U13 Coordinator Steve Bartlett

U14/15 Coordinator Matt Cole

Life Members

Brev Johnson Mark Ross Smith

Peter Godden Rob Carruthers

Phil Crawford Cliver Fletcher

Louise Smith Geoff Keevers
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FINANCIAL REPORT

St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Special Purpose Financial Report
For the Year Ended 28 February 2017
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. ABN 67 932 353 904
Statement of Financial Performance For the year ended 28 February 2017

Note 2017
$

2016
$

Revenue from membership fees 3 145,705 151,810

Revenue from sale of club merchandise ."J 13,678 16,578

Other revenue from operating-activities 3 20,167 16,401

Total revenue 179,551 184,789

Depreciation of cricket equipment 4 (4,384) (4,559)

Cricket expenses (129,393) (134,388)

Administration expenses (44,833) (44,165)

Net profit 941 1,677

The statement of financial performance is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming part of
the financial statements set out of pages 3 to 8.
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. ABN 67 932 353 904
Statement of Financial Position As at 28 February 2017

Note 2017
$

2016
$

Current assets
Cash assets 5 78,791 81,516
Receivables 6 9,246 4,133
Inventories 7 13,124 24,001
Total current assets 101,161 109,650

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 8 8,059 8,926
Total non-current assets 8,059 8,926

Total assets 109,220 118,576

Current liabilities
Payables 9 30,822 41,119
Total current liabilities 30 822 41,119

Total liabilities 30,822 41,119

Net assets 78,398 77,457

Members' funds
Accumulated surplus 10 78,398 77,457

Total members' funds 78,398 77,457

The statement of financial position is to be read in conjunction with the notes to and forming
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part of the financial statements set out of pages 3 to 8. 2

St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. ABN 67 932 353 904
Notes to and forming part of the financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2017

1 Statement of significant accounting policies

The significant policies which have been adopted in the preparation of this financial
report are:

a Basis of preparation

The association is a non-reporting entity and the financial report is a special purpose
financial report prepared for the committee members and members of the St Ives
District Junior Cricket Club Inc. for the purpose of fulfilling the financial reporting
requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act 1984. The Financial Statements
comply with those Accounting Standards and UIG Consensus Views (if any)
deemed necessary by the committee in the circumstances to meet the objectives of
the special purpose financial report including:

AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements
AASB 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
AASB 110 Events after Balance Date
AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures
AASB 1031 Materiality
AASB 1048 Interpretation and Application of Standards

They have been prepared from historical cost records and do not take into account
changing money values or, except where stated, current valuations of non-current
assets. The accounting policies have been consistently applied unless otherwise
stated.

It has been determined that it is unnecessary to include a Statement of Cash Flows
to meet the objectives of the special purpose financial report.

3
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. ABN 67 932 353 904
Notes to and forming part of the financial statements (continued for the year ended 28
February 2017)

b Revenue recognition

Membership revenue is recognised in the period to which it relates. Sales of goods
are recognised at the time of sale to the customer.

Other income is recognised when received. c

Expenses

Expenses were recorded in the financial statements on an accruals basis so that
expenses are matched against income and recognised in the year to which they
relate.

d Inventories

Inventories comprise stocks of cricket balls held for future use and club
merchandise held for resale. Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net
realisable value.

e Property, plant and equipment

Items of cricket equipment are initially recorded at cost and depreciated over their
estimated useful lives.

f Goods and services tax

Expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of goods and services tax
(GST), except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the
Australian Taxation Office (ATO). In these circumstances the GST is recognised as
part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense.

Accruals are stated exclusive of GST.

4
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Notes to and forming part of the financial statements (continued) For the
year ended 28 February 2017

2 Statement of change in significant accounting policies

There were no changes in significant accounting policies adopted in the preparation
of the financial statements.
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5

St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Notes to and forming part of the financial statements For the year ended 28 February 2017 (continued)

2017
$

2016
$

3 Revenue from ordinary activities

Membership fees 145,705 151,810
Sales of club merchandise 13,678 16,578
Bar and Canteen proceeds 3,675 6,471
Sponsorship & fundraising 16,130 9,242

Other revenues:

From operating activities

Interest received 361 688

Total revenue from ordinary activities 179,551 184,789

4 Profit from ordinary activities

Profit from ordinary activities has been
arrived at after charging/(crediting) the
following items:

Depreciation of cricket equipment 4,384 4,559

Auditors' remuneration :

Current auditor 2,273 2,200

6
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Notes to and forming part of the financial statements For the year ended 28 Feb 2017 (continued)

2017
$

2016
$

5 Cash assets
Cash
Cash on hand 878 1,553
Cash at bank 77,913 79,963

78,791 81,516

6 Receivables
Current
Debtors 9,246 _ 4,133

9,246 4,133

1 Inventories
Club shirts & hats 9,578 18,586
In2Cricket packs 409 780
Cricket balls 2,770 4,635
Canteen 367 _

13,124 24,001

8 Property, plant and equipment

Plant and equipment
Cricket equipment at cost 62,432 58,915
Accumulated depreciation (54,373) (49,989)

8,059 8,926

Total property, plant & equipment 8,059 8,926

7
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Notes to and forming part of the financial statements For the year ended 28 February 2017 (continued)

8 Property, plant and equipment - continued

2017
$

2016
$

Reconciliations
Reconciliations of the carrying amounts for each class of
property, plant and equipment are set out below:

Plant and equipment
Carrying amount at beginning of period 8,926 11,661
Additions 3,516 1,824
Depreciation (4,384) (4,559)
Carrying amount at end of period 8,059 8,926

9 Payables
Current
Other creditors and accruals 30,822 41,119

30,822 41,119

10 Accumulated surplus
Accumulated surplus at beginning of period 77,457 75,780
Operating profit for the period 941 1,677
Accumulated surplus at end of period 78,398 77,457

11 Related parties

Committee members

The committee members at the end of the fmancial year w; -:

Mahesh Malalage (President) Mark Hilton (Vice President)
Matthew Cole (Treasurer, Secretary and Public Officer) Adele Brennan (Equipment &
Uniform Officer) Steven Bartlett (Coaching Coordinator) Trent Austin (MyCricket Officer)
Age Coordinators (Kirstie Ogilvy, Chris Avis, Andrew Tilley, David Lane, Ashley Eksteen, Steven
Levin, Amy Marsden, Steven Bird)

No committee member has entered into a material contract with the association during the year and there
were no material contracts involving committee members' interests subsisting at year end. The committee
members have not received any remuneration for their services.

8
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Committee members' declaration For the year ended 28 February 2017

In the opinion of the Committee of St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.:

a the financial statements and notes, set out on pages 1 to 8, are in accordance with the
basis set out inNote 1 to give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
association as at 28 February 2017 and of its performance as represented by the
results of its operations for the year ended on that date; and

b there are reasonable grounds to believe that the association will be able to pay its
debts as and when they become due and payable.

Dated at Sydney the 2nd of M 2017.

Signed on behalf of the committee:

.......Ji...........
Name: Mahesh Malalage Name: Matthew Cole

President Treasurer

9
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Special Purpose Independent Audit Report For the year ended 28 February 2017

To the members of St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.

Scope

We have audited the financial report of St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. being a
special purpose financial report comprising the statement of financial performance,
statement of financial position, accompanying notes and committee members' declaration
for the year ended 28 February 2017 as set out on pages I to 9.

The association's committee are responsible for the financial report and they have
determined that the accounting policies used and described in Note I to the financial report
and the accounting disclosures contained therein are appropriate to the needs of the
members and the Associations Incorporation Act 1984. We have conducted an independent
audit of the financial report in order to express an opinion on it to the members.

The financial report has been prepared for distribution to the members for the purpose of
fulfilling the requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act 1984. We disclaim any
assumption of responsibility for any reliance on this report or on the financial report
prepared as a special purpose financial report to which it relates, to any person other than
the members, or for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared.

Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide
reasonable assurance as to whether the financial report is free of material misstatement.
Our procedures included examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts
and other disclosures in the financial report and the evaluation of accounting policies and
significant accounting estimates. These procedures have been undertaken to form an
opinion whether, in all material respects, the financial report is presented fairly in
accordance with the accounting policies described in Note
1 so as too present a view which is consistent with our understanding of the association's
financial position and the result of its operations.

The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.

10
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Special Purpose Independent Audit Report for the year ended 28 February 2017

Audit Opinion

In our opinion, the financial report of St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc. for the year
ended 28 February 2017 presents fairly in accordance with the accounting policies described in
Note 1 to the financial statements the association's financial position as at 28 February 2017
and the result of its operations for the year ended on that date.

Reg'n No: 345491

Auditor: Firm: Address: Peter Geoffrey Noble
Winn
Winn Croucher Audit
Services Pty Limited
North Sydney

11
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc.
ABN 67 932 353 904

Unaudited Detailed Profit and Loss Statement For the year ended 28 February 2017

2017
$ $

2016
$ $

Revenue from membership fees 145,705 151,810

Revenue from sale of club merchandise 13,678 16,578

Bar & canteen proceeds 3,675 6,471

Interest received 361 688

Sponsorship & fundraising 16,130 9,242

Total revenue 179,551 184,789

Depreciation of cricket equipment 4,384 4,559

Cricket expenses
Balls 17,538 19,118
Coaching expenses 20,569 25,473
Coaches & umpires courses 76 (462)
Club district fees 46,597 52,663
Equipment repairs & consumables 492 85
Functions & events (994) 679
Ground & net hire 19,188 11,796
Club merchandise 13,658 12,259
In2Cricket kits 9,401 6,630
Trophies _ 2,868

129,393
_ 6,146

134,388

Administration expenses
Administration services 34,977 29,526
Audit fees 2,273 2,200
Bank fees 120 96
Bar & canteen 1,845 3,328
Clubhouse maintenance & cleaning 521 431
Clubhouse lease fees 809 793
Clubhouse security monitoring 139 176
Computer & internet expenses 3,141 943
Electricity 825 1,135
Functions (18) 1,062
General expenses (200) 346
Gifts 233 400
Ground development (783) 2,500
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St Ives District Junior Cricket Club Inc

Insurance 518 453
Postage 181 201
Printing and stationery (104) 177
Statutory fees & charges 54 53

Telephone _ 302 _ 347
44,833 44,165

Net profit 941 1,677
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